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The stur aima: 
Is To determine the fertility differentials of couples according 
to family types (the rind ear arwi the extended type.). 
2. Po determine the fertility differe.tial.s of couples according 
to the ruralurban residential patterns. 
The areas covered in the snx'v e t oounit1es in Csbu City 
which represented the urban samples aM six oounitiea in the tout 
of Dumanjug which represent 3d. the rural samples. L household Listing 
was conducted before the sampl es were dreen tool azaify tli es into 
the nuci ear and erteftd.ed typ... 
The urban jut erviews were oondncted on a cluster sampling of 
household.s in place of a oom household. listing that a ee.aiy. 
and. time comauxwning. Por the rl interviewa, a systematic ramdam 
sampling was employed after a complete household listing ia ackiev.d. 
T hiind.red (200) urban families .th an equal number of nuol ear and 
ext ended types and., another t hundred. (200) rural families likewise 
with an equal number of nuclear and extended types were randomly 
selected from 2,357 households usted.. 
An ntewiew schedule wes prepared in glish and. translated 
into the Cebuano dialect. Ph. zain topics covered deogr4hic background 
information, fertility levels, influence of other relatives in the 
ext ended households, and. family pl rmi n g actiri ti es. The intern ws 
lasted an arerage of one hour. 
The findings of this stu showed. that family structme is not 
a si ge.ificant factor for determining differential fertility of the 
wives. 4ives from among both the nuclear and extended families hare 
similar fertility rates in both urban and. rural coemunities ael.ected. 
in this research. However, the data ,evealed that majority of the 
wives hare low levels of fertility and dosire a mnaU or wod.erats-si%.d 
family. These findings seem to support the view that couples, 
irrespective of family type, are becoming more ar of the value 
attached to a snJ]. family; that better family life can be attained by 
haiing less children, and that fertility rates largely depend upon 
the decision of the couples alone and not by th. type of family 
arrangements they belong. 
On the other hand, the study revealed that residence is a si iia- 
ficant variable in determining differential fertility rates of the 
wives. The rural wives have markedly hi ier fertility rates than the 
urban wives. Disparities in socioeoonomic statue, education, family 
si za desires, age at marriage, mortality rates arwi family planning 
motivation probably account for the siiificant fertility difference 
between the rural and urban wives. 
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CBAPTR I 
THEORETICAL 7RAMEWORK AND TH PROBL4 
UNDER STUDY 
INTRODUCPI4 
The problem of rampant population growth appears to be a serious 
problem in many places today. This is especially felt among developing 
countries, such as some of the newly independent African states, a number 
of South American countries, and most of the Asian countries, including 
the Philippines. 
The rapid growth of the population if unchecked, has grave 
economic, ecological and social implications. In many places, serious 
imbalance between economic resources and the number of con..rs bas 
already resulted in starvation, poverty, i1nutrition as well as the 
psycho-social effects of deprivation. 
Like many developing countries, the Philippines too is confronted 
with a major obstacle to its development: its growing population. 
There is an urgent need to achieve a balance between population growth 
and economic development. Presently, two possibl. ways of dealing with 
the problem are identified: to increase economic investments in the 
f orn of capital goods or arrest the current population growth rate in 
order that the people will have more opportunities to better their 
economic conditions within the limits of available resources. 
Considering the difficulty of increasing economic inv.staente 
this goal appears more difficult to achieve. C the other hand, 
arresting the growth rate of the population increase involves minimal 
cost. However, since population control impinges upon cultural values, 
it is also very difficult to implement. Nevertheless, because the 
costs involved are less, population control programe have been 
introduced in various areas in the Philippines, but with varying 
2 
degrees of SUCCOBS the lack of SUCCS8S in population control 
programs can, among other things, be attributed to a lack of 
understanding of the cultural factors that affect the fertility of 
couples. One such cultural factor which has received little 
attention is family structure. 
There are a number of studies dealing with family structures 
but most of them simply look at the issue without attempting to 
relate it with fertility behavior (Lacar and Cadelina, 1976; 
Meridez and Jocano, 197k; Heiss, 1968; Ealao, 1966; Rowe, 1966; 
Goode, 1967; Glick, 1953; Groves, 19A40). A number of studies 
indicated in passing that family structure may affect the fertility 
behavior of couples (Cadelina, 1967; Grant arid Rich, 197k Back 
and Hass, 1973; Brandewie, 1973; Lorimer, 1951+; Davis, 1955; 
Pa.L.inore, 1972; Rosen and Simmons, 1971; Blake, 196)). Lorimer 
(195k) for example, suggested that the extended family structure 
tends to encourage early marriage and high marital fertility. In 
contrast societies which emphasize the nuclear family structure 
tend to motivate low fertility because the traditional kinship 
network is weak.1 
An added dimension which needs further study is an examination 
of fertility behavior under different types of family arrangement 
within the context of urban-rural residence. 
TH PROBLEM 
This study addresses itself to the understanding of the 
influences of family structure (nuclear and extended types) and 
residence (urban and rural) on the fertility behavior of couples, 
particularly, Ui sane selected urban and rural cornmunties of the 
province of Cebu. 
1See related studies on page k for a detailed discussion by 
otner researches on family structure. 
OBJECTIVES 
The stu4 seeks to: 
determine the fertility differentials of couples according 
to family type (the nuclear and extended types). 
determine the fertility differentials of couples according 
to residence, i.e. the rural and. urban types. 
SCOPE (F THE STUDY 
The relationship beten tm independ.ent variables, namely family 
structure and. place of residence, on the one hand, and. fertility of 
couples on the other had, 411 be analyzed. No attampi is mthe to 
establish definite caus..an&..effect relationship. At beet, it iall 
rr4iy infer ea sting influences of the independent variable, under 
consideration on fertility behavior frou the enpirieaJ. findings. 
RLATED SJDIES 
Nuclearextended families and. fertility 
A number of related studies have indioa.ted. that family patterns 
arrangements and. the possible influences thr exert *y have certain 
impact on the fertility behavior of couples (Loriser, 1954; Davis 
and Bleke, 1956; Potti and Datta, 1960; Bebarta, 1965; Liu, 1967; Nag, 
1967; Pakr'aai and. Malaker, 1967). These studies he largely focussed 
in ti major types of families in assessing fertility differentials: 
the nuclear and, the extended types of families. Central to the 
d.iseuasion zias been the hypothesis of Lorimer (1954) and. )avis (1955) which 
asserts that the extended family rstam is associated. .th hii f er'tilitr. 
Despite the scarcity of relevant empirical evidaioo to prove this, 
it has geined wide acceptance f rom among the students interested in 
the study of family struo-taire and. fertility behavior. 
It is believed that cultures which idealize the extended family 
are conducive to hii fertility, im-aa..much as the responsibility of 
mai.ntaining the whole family and sustaining their varied. need.a are 
shared by all, including the relatives who are coneidered members of 
the extex4ed family. This means 'that the social and. economic stability 
of the family or kin group is enhanced by maximixLng births. In 
contrast, societies which emphasise the neo..loca]. nuclear family tend. 
to exhibit lower fertility. The arg.iment is that a man solely re.po. 
sible for the support of hi. ined.iate family muet limit births in 
order to meet the needs of the family. 
However, it seems that evidence, based. chiefly from Lorimer' s 
(1954) study in Africa is inadequate to establish the validity of 
the theory. Neverthelesa it presents ii geificant inferences upon 
which eiplicit formulation of principles subject 'to further verification, 
can be dra*. Hii fertility is generally reinforced. because it is 
tno'avt to be an ethnocentric expression of the kiz"thip group; that 
fertility is believed to be one of the most f1mia..tal factors in the 
preservation of the kin group and for establishing a dominant lineage 
within a community. Furthermore, the extended f{1y stem ctoes tend 
to support an early age at marri age and. heno. obviously a hi ier leve]. 
of fertility. This pattern, according to Davis (1955), results from 
trie fact that elders want their children to marry as early as possible. 
n the one hand, it relieves the household of the burden of sustaining 
c.'iildren who are already of marriageable age. ( the other, it enables 
the family group to establish linkages with other families within the 
community throu the bond. of marriage in order to. widen its netrk 
of possible economic sources. 
According to Lorimer (1954), among extended families, elder men 
nd men were eager for the younger couples to he as many children 
as possible, and the yczer men likewise wanted more offspring. His 
study indicated that children were valued as sources of marital 
kLapiness, stability, economic assistance, and as seciwity for oid age 
as wsll as for continuity of the family lineage. 
A study of Kramer (1963) among the Kazahks, a Purkic society in 
the Russian Steppes, se to support Iorimer' s contention. A Kazahk 
ooiamunity comprises a close group of kinsmen, usually xnabering ten 
to fifteen households. The extended family typically includes all the 
living sons and d.anrters, married or unmarried, with their wives aiwi 
husbands and offsprings. Offsprings are highly valued by this particular 
group, macing such institutions as sex and marriage d.eairable and 
pralse-wortby. A woman is expected to bear children throuiout her 
reproductive years an her status advances wi.th the fulfillaent of her 
role as child bearer. 
On the other hand. some writers particularly, Nag (1967), Potti 
and. Datta (1967), Pab'asi azul Malaker (1967), and Mathen (1960) arie 
that eztend.ed families tend to favor Low fertility. According to a 
fertility surv' carried out in India by Foui and. Datta (1967), 
ex-bended. families wsre discovered to exhibit the lowest fertility level. 
tt was found out that women living in extended households has f ewsr 
births than those in nuclear households, a phenomenon ttributecl to 
lack of privacy due to the presence of inlaws, parente and other 
relatives in the household.. 
One possible factor affecting differences in fertility level 
according to family structure, is the variation of ooital frequency 
of couples. Nag's (1962) fertility study in India shows that the 
nuclear family structure, which he calls the "simple family, s 
posibly one of the main factors foring hii fertility among the 
;opulation studied by him. Like the f indings of Potti and Dstta lie 
observed that lack of privacy, due to over-crowding in the extended 
households, restricta the regular observance of sexual intercourse. 
Nag further observes that among the poor families, husbands 
and. wives usually share the same room with their children and. relatives. 
Among the ru.ral houzehold.s, even when separate bed.rooms are available, 
partitions between them provide little privacy. Moreover, among 
rural household.a, the size of the house is usually too mall to 
adequately acxnodate the increasing number of household mambers, 
b 
The presence of married or unmarried children and relative8 
possibly affects a couple's attitude towards conception and the adoption 
of family planning. In extended households, the presence of children, for 
example, can exert certain pressure on the mothers or mothers-in-law to 
cuïb their fertility. Giving birth to another child during the pregnancy 
of their daughters or daughters-in-law may cause embarrassment to tk 
mothers or mothers-in-law concerned. In some cases, the elderly women 
are subjected to informal forms of social control like teasing or joking. 
Furthermore, the presence of married children may restrict remarriags 
of widow or widowers (Nag, 1962). 
Some writers on family structure (&rch, 1970; Goode, 1963; 
Freedman, 1962; Stycos, 1958) however reject the nuclear-extended 
family scheme as the baa.a for explaining fertility differentials. 
They consider this dimension inappropriate to understand fertility 
levels at a time when most societies of the traditional, cohesive and 
extended family kinship type have shifted in favor of the more ruggedly 
individualistic nuclear family system under pressures of modernization 
and social change. i1hia shift has weakened the influence of the 
extended family system. Freedman (1962) for instance, argues that the 
causal link between the extended family and fertility might have been 
reasonable in the past, but modernization has greatly eroded the 
relationship. He therefore asserts that present studies on family 
structure as largely irrelevant to test the Loriiner-Davis bjpothesis. 
2his nas been reinforced by Stycos' view (1958) that among 
developing countries today the extended family system may not be as 
prevalent as what many writers suggest. The assumption is that the 
extended, close-knit family of old no longer predominates in many 
non-industrial societies. 
doode (1953) speculates tnat there is no relationship between 
family structure and fertility oeriavior. Fertility level is determined 
by the decision of couples alone. The Lorimer-Javis hypothesis 
proposing that the extended family system encourages and facilitates 
high fertility may have been true in the recent past but is no longer 
applicable in the present time. 
Greater weignt as been given to facotrs other than the family- 
kinship relationship. Soclo-economic variables such as residence, 
occupation, age at marriage, education and economic statue may 
presumably have a stronger relationship with fertility. 
Urban-rural fertility 
Population studies, notably by Ccncepcion (1963) Fleiger (1977), 
Freedman, et. al. (1963), the Mysore study (1960) and Thompson (1953), 
reveal that fertility differentials are COnSpiCUOUS chan compared 
according to urban-rural residence. Their studie8 show that fertility 
leves for the rural population are higher than for the urban population. 
Cozicepcion (1963) for instance, has tdentified certain underlying 
characteristics of rural living which can contribute to high levels 
of fertility. These characteristics include low levels of schooling, 
early age at marriage, unemployment especially on the pert of the 
women, and the economic values attached to children. 
The sharp and pronounced differences by socio-econoic status, 
education, occupational. status of wives and age at marriage of couples, 
between the rural and urban people are some of the factors accounting 
for fertility differences. Rural people are on the whole leas 
schooled and less well-off economically and socially than urban 
residents. Also, more significant is the fact that rural women 
generally marry earlier than urban women Unlike their rural 
counterparts, urban women with high educational background have a 
larger range of alternatives other than marriage and childbearing. 
Such avenues are generally limited to rural women. Thus, painfully 
employed urban women tend to defer or postpone marriage. 
Thompson (1953) expresses a similar view. The fertility of 
rural women with low income, poor educational background, and engaged 
in manual labor, is higher than that of the city women who have higher 
income, better education, and hold white-collar jobs. He further adds 
that urban wives who work outside the home tend to have fewer children 
than do rural wives whose work is mostly confined to the home. 
Fawcett, et. al. (1971) pointed out that city life accompanied 
by industrialization and modernization has considerably changed the 
attitude of parents towards the value of children. Couples try to 
limit births due to the economic costs involved in raising a child. 
The care of children is viewed as more of a burden for families in 
the urban areas than for families in the rural places. The economic 
gains by having children are less important among the urban group, 
whereas among the rural group the economic utility of children is 
underlined. 
Other studies on rural-urban fertility differentials, such as 
those of Freedman, et. al. (1963) in Taiwan, Haslmii (196k) in Pakistan, 
and the Mysore Study (1960) in India, bave reached similar conclusions. 
The general fertility is found to be higher among the rural families 
than among the urban ones. The level of fertility is low wherever 
developent is most advanced (urban areas) anti is high in the 
countryside where social and economic advancements are low. 
THEORETICAL FRAMENORK 
The above studies of fertilit: differentials reveal the 
following: 
One group of writers and researchers, especially Lorimer 
and Davis, asserts that positive relationship exists between the 
extended family structure and high levels of fertility; 
Another group considers the opposite as true; that the 
nuclear family with ita attendant characteristic features is more 
conducive to high fertility; 
A third group of researchers are of toe opinion that 
family structure, although previously significant in deteining 
fertility differentials, is no longer a valid one for the present 
because rapid urbanization and modernization have eroded traditional 
values regarding the family and kin group. Instead they feel Lrt 
rural-urban residence is more important for determining fertility. 
Based on the contending assertions and findings of the various 
researchers, this study attempts to analyse the importance of these 
two variaol(faniily type and residence) in influencing the fertility 
performance of couples in Cebu. 
POTK!Z 
SpecificalLy, this study seeks to test the following lypotheaes; 
There is no significant difference between the miclear sed 
extended types of families on their mean fertility scores. 
There is no iiificat difference between urban and, rural 
types of residence on their fertility scores. 
DINITION c? IIS 
In ord.er to f apilitat. und.eretanding of this study, some term. 
are defined, se f ollowa: 
1 Fami),y' Structure. The organizational and functional 
arrangements of the family in âiioh members are expected to interact, 
perform their specified roles and functions, and. aleo enjoy certain 
privileges and riitø. 
2. Faail.y bpe. A particular family structsre or arrangement, 
ich is commonly found a*ng a od number of families .thin a 
certain 'oup 0 s to constitute a nprm. examples: nuc1ear type of 
family, extended family. 
Nuclear Family. A household consisting of husband and 
af e .th their unmarried children. 
Exien.ed Fp,l3r. it consists of a nuclear f emily plus the 
presence of either or both of the couple' s parents or par.nt...in-l&w, 
01' grandpa.rente, as well as a of the folloi.ng other x'elatipes: 
1For further discussion see Appendix B, page 124. 
lo 
a.. either of the couple's siblings and. his immediate 
b. unmarried sibling, 
o. married, son or dauter, and immediate family, 
U.. married cousin arid, his inuned.iate family, 
unmarried cousins 
married niece of' nephew and aer/his irnmed.t ate family, 
unmarried niece or iiepnew el iteen years old and. above, 
5. Fertility. The couple's reprod,u.ctíve performance iich is 
u.zually measured. according to the number of live births. 
6, Differential Fertilitr. Differences of live births between 
the 'oups under study. 
7. Residence. Place of abode or location of the families, 
dichotomized according to its proximity or remoteness from an urban 
center or metropolis; it is in particular, the urban and. rural residence 
of families under study. 
rural families farm families residing in the remote 
'ountrrside outside the toii of Dumanjug, sonie 80 km, awr from the 
city. 
urban families - families residing in the more or 
leas permanent and exclusive sections in the city. In this s-tudy, they 
are the families residing in Barrios Guadalupe and Capitol Site. 
MHODO1IOGY 
Sample Survey Desii 
The study was clesied to determine iether ai.ifioant reJ.atíor- 
ships exist between the fertility of couples and the ti independent 
variables Laraly structure arid types of residence. survey was done 
among some randnily selected urban arid rural couples in a. number of 
ba.ranrs in the provi.nce of Cebu. 
Rax4oa selection of the sample areas. In the ohoioe of the 
population, it was mportant to concentrate on plwes that offered 
od possibilities for the objectives to be aihieved.. Consequently, 
the stuir areas and prospective respondents hail tc. be identified. 
As planned, the areas sel ected were cha.racteri stically open to 
demographic comparisons. The barrios were randomly draii on the 
basis of their contrasting geographical and socio-ecoriomio features. 
The barrios of Guial.ipe and Capitol Si te were randomly chosen 
from amone a list of all nor-alum barangays in the cit'. These 
barans are mails up of largely permanent city residents of hi caer 
socio-econoxnic bckground.s. Uhiike some ciemograpb.ic studies on 
human fertility done in the paste the ¿eeearcn excluded popuI.tion 
from the slum areas. It is general knowledge that slums are Largely 
populated by transient satters and. migrant..resid.ents, sualiy of 
ixra1. origin, so that ±t will oe erroneous to regard them as urban 
iwellers, even f they ire presently residing in the city. 
)f the total ncpalxtes of the province, Dumanjug was 
randomly chosen to represent the rural sample. The six barrios of 
Dumanjug offered si itfi cantly e ontrasting socio-cultural features 
compared to the t urban barrios mentioned aoove. These comwun.itie 
situated in the hinterland of t toda, are about 10 to 15 kilometers 
from the poblacion of Dumazijug. They are populated by typical rural 
ebuano s wno are generally ubsi s i, ano e fariner s 
atagatnerxg of hoi.uehola amples. The choice of fiile 
sed on the data gathered f rr a nouaehoio. Lsting conducted before 
re actual interriew. ee d.eorp-ion cf household listing, pendix 
page 79 ). total of iiouand thret nund.red fifty-seven (2,357) 
households were enumerated. or ce aoove purpose from the dosi iated 
areas (see Tables ano. 1, ppenth.x , pag 3o '. 
Classifieaton and. selection of households. 
Based on the above d.efiuií tions of t family types under oozuiderattoc 
see pagc 9 ), all fin liC ccvered in the listing .ere classified. 
12 
Identification of families was limited to the nuclear-extended, 
urban-rural types (see fable III and IV, Appendix A). 
From these classified households, fifty (50) nuclear and fifty (50) 
extended households from each of the two city barangays designated in 
the study were randomly selected, making a total of two hundred (200) 
households in the urban sample. Of the classified rural households, 
one hundred (100) nuclear and one hundred (100) extended families 
were likewise randomly selected from the six rural bararigays in the 
town of Dumanju,g, (see Appendix A, page 82 for a brief discussion of 
the sampling method). 
The Interview Schedule 
The survey data was obtained through an interview schedule devised 
for this study (see Appendix i, page 77 for the questionnaire). The 
questionnaire was pre-teste and revision were made before the final 
3ckiedule was ready for use. rhis was to ensure the validity of the 
items snd correct translation of the original English form to the 
ebuano iialect, for the rural sample. 
Interviewers 
Trie technique used in tne collection of data was personal 
i:itrview uone orally by the interviewers. The writer did the 
interviewing together with a number of assistants who were previously 
trained for this specific tass. The team of interviewers included 
four out-reacd workers from tie Population Commission, Cebu Agency, 
iur college students, and six iementary school teachers from the 
. :ural ba.rangay8. 
fha ?orrnal Interview 
I'he urban cases took preceuence. A hat containing the 
respondent's name, number, home address and telephone number was 
prepared. Appointments for interview were made. 3enerai.ly, each 
interview lasted one hour. 
13 
Oftentimes the interview on the specific area of sex was 
conducted. by male interviewers with the husbaud.e of the family. 
Young and. old relatives of the extend.ed households such as parents, 
parentrnin-law, and/or other mature kin, were likewise interviewed, 
pwtioularly on items covered in Block V (see interview schedule). 
The rural respondents were entirely made-up of parents of 
pupils of the teacheriinterviewer in the respective barana id.en- 
tified. in the ru.ral sample. These teachers ooncied. the interviews 
mainly in resgndents' hornee In some instances, interviewe were 
done in the school when respondents vi ait the school for other purposes. 
The interviewe were smoothly administered since the teachers as ymbols of 
authority enjoy the respect and. trust of respondents. 
Dabs Analysis 
Coding and. tabulation of data was done soon after the inter- 
views were completed.. Measures of oentral tendency, pa ticu arly the 
mean wa.s computed. from the raw scores in order to establish the typi- 
cal fertility behavior of couples under consideration, within their 
o family structure and residential backound. The chi-equare and 
correlatjon testa were sometimes computed to teat relationships 
between some of the variables in the study. Analysis of variance 
and ¿ test were used to determine the aiaifioanoe of differences of 




ru PHISICAJ. SETTING AND THE D0GRAPHIC 
BLCJCGROUND c*' TH PAMILI 
The Province of Cebu 
Cebu is an island. abov± 200 kilometers bag and. 40 kilometers 
wide. It is the third nalleet province in the Visyan region, rt 
it contains more people than any other provinces ín the Philippines. 
There are more than two million people on the island.. 
Pable 1 shows the ten most populous provinces in the Philippines. 
From the table it is olear that Cebit is also the second most densely 
populated. province. Ita population density has increased from 321.2 
persons per square kilometer in 1970 to 410.8 in 1980 or an increase 
of about 90 persons per sqare kilometer over a period. of ten years. 
This density is 2.5 times as eat as the national average, which is 
159.7 persons per square kilometer. Compared. with the other populous 
provinces, Cebu' s density is siraaaed. only tr Pampanga. However, 
Pampanga' s land. area is less than one-half of Ceba. It should be 
noted. that except for Pampanga and. Batangas, the provinces listed 
all have land. areas comfortably larger than Cebu. Its area comprises 
only 1.7 percent of the Philippine land. mass. 
Cebit is characterized by depleted natural resources and. 
severely limited area of arable land.. The soil is generally infertile 
and. rocky, the mountains are denuded, and the entire island is 
constantly beset by low rainfall and. long periods of drou.its, 
Consequently, the a'ioultural econo is poor. 
As a result rural poverty is d.eepread in Cebii.. Most suPsi s- 
tance farmers are unable to produce enoui food. to feed. their families. 
This is ind.ioated. from the data on household. income. There are some 
families which earn less than one hundred. pesos a month. Household 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































Family life among the rural families is esstially ohacterzed 
1r poverty, over-crawling, and. malnutrition. L sifioant number 
of the families interviewed live in small dilapidated huts that hase 
no bedrooms at all Some do not even have a bed.. Mambers of the. 
family sleep on the floor of the main house within the kitchen. 
Household. utensils consist of a number of earthen pote, a 
kettle or two, a few plastic plates and. bowls, and. an earthen jar to 
hold. drinking water. A wooden trunk serves as fuxiiture as well as 
storage space for the meagre clothing of the family. Their diet con- 
sists of cairn, salted fish and. some boiled, leafy vegetables, coonly 
called "kamunge'. Boiled baianaa, sweet potatoes and oaasa 
supplement the staple diet of oorn. 
There ara no booka, magazine or newspapers in the bouse. A 
few comic strips are the only oommon reading material shared. tr the 
neiibourbood,. However majori1r of the householda do owo portable 
radios. 
Most barrio teachers aee that the average farm pupil attends 
less than one-half of the total meetings for the whole year because 
thay are required. to help at the farm. 1M if tr chance a child, is 
able to omplete his elementary eduoation, his proapec't of acquiring 
seoond.azy training is almost nil since the family will be too poor 
to bear the costs of further ednoation. 
Most rural families derive their income from the farm, either 
as land-oers or as tenants. Poverty seems to be a common lot shared 
by the people in the countryside. The low income derived from the 
f a.rn oan be attributed to a number of factors, such as poor soil, 
obsolete farming methods, arid lack of strong incentives to better 
their oonditions. Denudation of hills caused by nton destruction 
of trees by kaingi.neroa resulted in severe erosion of the fertile 
soil, and. consequently, the disappearanoe of watersheds ithich provide 
water for farming and. for daily needs. Dried-up river beds are a 
common aiit all over the island.. Destructive flood.s(d,uring the monsol& 
also carry and wash.away the top soil since there is no surface vegetation 
at the headwaters to absorb the runoff. Crop yields are therefore tneagre. 
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Fox, the poor peaaats of Cebu, the future is &temal indeed., unless 
some ve constructive assistance and. guidance f rom the geveriasat 
and civic groups are given. 
The city of Cebu has long been the principal trading centér 
of the south dating from as far back as the pre-Spanish 
period.. Snugly located, in the heart of the province and the center 
of the Visras region, its strategic position en&les it to develop 
into as a lively trading and. cultural center. The decades after 
World War II, especially the sixties and seventiea saw Cebu tkz.roui 
a period. of rapid. transition from a simple and quaint colonial little 
city to a bustling metropolis. Althoui this transformation has raised 
the general living s-tand.ard. of maz people, especially of the uppe 
and. middle classes and. of the newly formed. groupa of entrepreneurs, 
it has made little, if any, improvement in the living conditions of 
the masses those' marginal existence have nø1.sly rsefled their 
overcroeling and. unemplcynient. 
Hand, in hand with the poor economic conditions of the people 
is the steady increase in population. In the city this increase 
has been brouit about bjr the steady influx of migrants from the 
and. nei boring provinces. For the iast 10 years thousands of 
Cebuano families iào had permanently settled. in various parts of 
Mindaxao were forced to return to Cebu as a consequence of the Muslim 
trouble and its attendant insecurities. 
In addition to the above factors, low incidence of mortality 
largely brouit about by improving sanitation and, accessibility of 
relatively inexpensive medical assistance contributed likewise to the 
population increase of the province. 
It is alarming to note that the growth rate remains hi fox' 
this geographically small island with limited resources and hii rates 
of unemplQyment. This inverse relationship between a steady dnaward 
movement of economic conditions for the larger masses on one haucl 
and. population growth on the other, presents a formidable problem for 
a society which is in the process of urbanization and. induatr.alization. 
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k number of popular beliefs and/or explanations for rapid. 
population growth have been put forth. These include the desire to 
have ma children by couples, igaoranoe about contraceptive methods, 
birth control not readily available, condamnation of modern method.s 
of birth control by the Catholic Church, and, others. These seemingLy 
plansible explanations are however not the real reasons. For instance, 
there has been a pro]3feration of family planning clinics all over 
the city and province, ithich together 'ath the hospitals, have been 
providing materials and. advice on birth control methods as well as 
offering free sterilization services to willing couples. In spite 
of the availability of the above-mentioned assistance from the medical 
groups accessible to anyone, population has continued to grow. 
Demcraphic Characteristics 
. brief description of the sooio-.economic and. demographic 
characteristics of -the families in the sample by urban and rural 
residence and by family type is provid.ed. below. 
Iouaehold ooxnDosition. Of the hundred (200) urban house'- 
holds investigated, 100 are neolocal family units residing in.d.epen.- 
d.ently from parents, relatives, and other kin. The other 100 are 
ertend.ed. families in iich couples live io.th their parente, married 
iblinge, nephews and. nieces, and. other relatives under one roof and. 
sharing the same household budget. The same applies to the rural 
sample. But unlike the urban oases, nuclear families in the rural 
areas still maintain more frequent ooaununioation wi-th relatives io 
reside within their locale than their urban counterparts. It is not 
uncommon fora person to claim blood relations Lth most families 
belonging to a barany unit. If parents, grandparents of sibling 
live outside that community, thr are likely to be residing in a 
neiboring bai-rio in close proximity to the couple' s home. Fiance, 
thr often meet one another in their dy-.tod activities outBicie 
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the bouse. Only 12 oases of ibe rural nuclear family type reported 
no relatives in their locality, the rest have relatives residing 
either i'iit in their oirsl barrio or in the neiiboring areas of the 
municipality. 
Only 4 out of 10 extended families in the rural sample could. 
meet the pre5cribed extend.ed household criterion defined earlier. 
(see definition of terms). Some adjustments were therefore 
subsequently made to accozmidiate the residential pattern of the ru.ral 
housekiold.s. If the couple' s d.onicile is located within the same 
farm or lot where their parents, grandparents, im-laws or married 
sibling reside, the family was automatically draai as a prospective 
ertend.ed. household sample. This, of course, is a departure from 
the selection used for the urban extended families. 
Another criterion used. in the selection of the rural extended 
households was conmninication between couples and. their relatives. 
.Althougi outwardly majority of the families reside ind.epend.ently, 
frequency of contact with the kin is extremely high. Furthermore, members 
of the on ginal household including the married. siblings, and 
their families aLiare the same property and derive their livelihood 
from the same land. Rural extended families or those considered in 
this study, differ further from the urban extended. families since 
thj do not aliare a common board. as well as household budget with 
their parents, in-laws, siblings and grandparents. Sixty percent 
of the rural extended. households belong to this setup. 
In terms of household composition, the mean number of persons 
per urban nuclear household is 4.8 ile the average number of 
children is 2.8. For the urban extended. families, the corresponding 
means are 8.0 and. 2.4. Rural nuclear f amili ea on the ther hand. have 
means of 6.6 persons and 4.6 children, while rural extended families 
have 14.9 persons and 4.2 children. The number of people in rural 
extended household is more than twice that of the rural nuclear family, 
3 times larger than the urban nuclear family, and. almost twice as large 
as the urban ext ended family. This could be a direct consequence of 
the kinship 'atam of rural Filipinos who trace their relationship 
both vertically and horizontally. 
The mean number of relatives in rural extended. households is 
8.9. When compared with the urban extended fniliea (3.6 relatives) 
rural eitand.ed families hav'e about more than ti4oe as many relatives 
residing in the same household. This difference in the number of 
relatives in favor of the rural extended. families aiiifies a strong 
relationship existing between rural residence az4 the number of rela- 
tives present in the household. The difference between means is 
siiificant. This is made stronger by the fact that some rural f ami- 
lies tend to establish homes within their relatives' vicinity , in 
groups of 2, and. in some Oases, jfl clusters. This phenomenon strongly 
suggests there is a aocio'.çyohologic&.-economic need. for the marri à 
couple' s to stay close to their parental homes even thoui thr live 
in separate dwellings. Parent a on the other hand., also encourage 
this kind, of set-up as children and their spouses can assist in farm 
chores as well as keep them company in their old. age. In some 
instances, parents consider children or in-.laws who are desirous of 
cutting off ties in favor of more antononr and. privacy as selfish, 
and wgrateful or non-caring. (See Table 2) 
Pable 2 
Number of Children, Relatives, and. Peraons Per 




Total number of 
relatives present 
- 3.6 8.9 







Number of Children 
(mean) 
2.8 2.4 4.6 4.16 
Number of Persons per 
household (mean) 4.8 8.0 6.6 14.97 
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In the selection of the ertended., urban and. rural households, 
both collateral and. generational extension of relatives present in 
the nousehold. are considered.. In this study the criterion is to 
have at least one collateral extended. relative such as narried or 
unmarried brother /ii'.law or sister/ me-law or cousin and. one genera- 
tional relative such as granaparent/ im-law, parent/ in-law, uncle 
or aunt. Ninetyei t percent of the urban extended families and. 
ninetyfive percent of the rural extended families are 3 generational 
households. This generational máke-.up is composed of the following: 
j. couple' s parents, geandpa.renta audi or uncle and. aunt 
( first generation ); 
married or unmarried brothers or sietes or both, and/ or 
cousins ( second generation ); 
immediate children and/ or brother' s or sister' s 
ch±ldren ( third generation ); and. 
couple' s married sont s or d.auter' s children ( fourth 
generation ). 
Four rural extended f' amili es had 4 generations where the 
respondent' s married sous or dauiters a th their chu dren live with 
them. Table 3 gives some related figures on the ertend.ed family by 
residence. 
composition, The mean ages of husbands and. wives in the 
urban nuclear families, are 33.0 and. 29.1 respectively. The age 
range for wives is from 19 years to 40 years. Urban extended couples 
have mean ages of 32.6 and. 28.9 for huaband.s and wives. The age 
range for wives is identical With that of the wives of urban nuclear 
families. n. average age of 30 for both urban nuclear and. exiended 
housewives means that on an average they still have a decade or more 
of childbearing years ahead of them. 
Rural husbands from the nue1 ear families were, on the ¿werage, 
older than their wives by more tian 3 years while husbands from rural 
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Table 3 
Number ci (enertions of the î1embers in 
Etendeii ouseho1ds 
N = 200 Househoiao 
(Percent) 
u!he: of Gerieraiicns URBAN Househo 1ds 
RURAL 
Heuseho lds 
2 generations 2.0 1.0 
generations 98.0 95 C 
4 generations 4.0 
o.t;al (percent) 100.0 100.0 
C :s e s loo 100 
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extended households were about a year older than their wives. Rural 
nuclear husbands were older than rural extended husband.a by almost 
6 years. Table 4 presents the ages of both urban and rural couples 
classified, by family type. 
Rural vives were 2 years older than urban vives, while rural 
husbands were older than the urban husbands by a year. However, the 
age difference between nuclear couples tended. to be greater than 
that between the extended. couples, althou the disparity between 
the couples from the tw family types was not large. 
Age at marriage. Urban couples of both family types marry at 
the same age of' about 27.0 and. 24.0 years for husbands and. vives, 
respectively. Among rural couples, the vives from both family types 
also t married at about the saine age, but their respective husbands' 
age at marriage are not similar. Husbands in extended f amili es 
arricd earlier than those in nuclear families. 
A compari2on of fir found in Table 5 shows rural wives to 
have married earlier than their urban peers. In fact, teenage marriage 
is prevalent in rural households. Rougily five oui of every 10 rural 
wives married in their teens whereas the proportion among urban wives 
is only 2 out of every 10. t'his partially explains âiy the rural 
families have more children than the urban group. 
Marriage Duration. During the interriew the urban couple had. 
already been married for at least 7 or 8 years and have had an average 
of 2.6 children. Because of the relative youtbíulness of' the couples, 
the vives still have many more years in which they will be exposed to 
preiancy. In contrast, rural wives had. been married abou 4.0 mean 
years longer than the urbau wives. At this point the rural wives have 
given birth to 4.6 number of children. Possible exposure to 
preiauoy for the average rural men is virtually the same as that 
of the urban wife. 
Table 4 
As of Couples Family Type 
and Resiienoe 
N 400 Couples (Percent) 
Residence Family 1rpe Cases 
1-19 :20.-24 
AGES C? WIV!3 
:30-34 :35..39::Mean :25-29 
Urban 
Nuclear 100 1.0 11.0 35.0 29.0 16.0 8.0 29.1 
Extenied 100 2.0 15.0 37.0 28.0 10.0 8.0 28.9 
Both 200 1.5 13.0 36.0 28.5 13.0 8.0 
Rural 
Nu.oleaz 100 3.0 11.0 21.0 26.0 23.0 16.0 32.4 
Extended. 100 8.0 19.0 23.0 21.0 13.0 16.0 29.5 
Both 200 5.5 15.0 12.0 23.5 18.0 16.0 30.95 
LG C? HUSBANDS, 
Urban 
Nuclear 100 - 4.0 27.0 30.0 26.0 13,0 33.0 
Extended. 100 1.0 3.0 26,0 32.0 22.0 16.0 32.6 
hural 
Both 200 0.5 3,5 21.5 31.0 24.0 14.5 
Nuclear 100 1.0 9.0 16.0 20.0 20.0 4.0 3C.0 
Extended. 100 1.0 13.0 32.0 18.0 15,0 21.0 30,o 
Both 200 1.0 11.0 24.0 19.0 22,5 27.5 
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Table 5 
Couples' Ages at Marriage lr Family 
Type and Residence 
Residence Family Type W I V E S 
Mean Age at Marriage: Mean Years Married 
Urban 
Nuclear 24.0 8.8 
Extended 23.9 7.2 
Both 237 7.8 
Ru.ral 
Nuclear 19.6 12.8 
Extended 19.1 10.4 
Both 19.2 12.3 
HU SBND S 
Urban 
Nuclear 27.4 8.0 
Extended 27.8 7.2 
Both 27.6 7.8 
Rural 
Nuclear 23.2 12.8 
Extended 20.2 10.4 
Both 22.0 12.3 
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Table 6 
Occupation arii Enployment Status of Couples 
ty Lge of Wives (Percent) 




S B A. N D S 
Professional Business Managerial Clerical Cases 
- 0.5 - 0.5 3 
0.5 12.5 10.0 0.5 - 2,0 26 
-. 36.0 29.5 3.0 ¿.0 72 
30-34 -. 28.5 22.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 57 
13.0 8.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 2 
40 - 8.0 4.0 1.5 0,5 2.0 16 
Total 
Percent 1.0 99.0 73.5 10.5 5.5 9.5 100.0 
Cases 2 198 147 21 11 19 200 
WIVES 
AE Ñnployment Status Type of Occwation 
Clerical 
Cases 
Unemployed. Ñnployed Prof easional Basineas 
119 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 - 3 
20-24 9.5 305 2,0 0,5 1.0 26 
29 13.0 3.0 18.5 0., 4.0 72 
30-3d 5.5 23.0 18.0 1.5 3.5 57 
3>.39 1.0 12.o 9.5 - 2.5 2b 
6.5 - 1.5 16 
1ct iL 
ceit 29,5 70,5 55.0 3.0 12,5 100.0 
59 141 110 6 25 200 
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OccuD-bion aM income. Only two cases out of the total number 
of urban husbands are unemployed.. 0f those employed.., 51 percent are 
in private firms, 25 percent in the government service, 13.5 percent 
are professionals aM 10.5 percent are engaged in business (cf Pable 6).\ 
More than tw-third.s (70,5 percent) of the wives are aleo 
employed.. Of this, 588 percent are working as clerks, cashiers, 
bazik.tellers, accountants and teachers in private concerns, 35 percent 
are employed in various verwnent agencies, and 4.2 percent practs 
their professions independently. Of those not employed elseiere, 
najority are engaged in business. The housewives belon.ng to this 
group siiificantly contribute to the family coffers; thr are not 
ast supplementary earners but principal breadwinners side by side 
with their husbands. among the working wives 85 percent hold. perma- 
zient jobs. Forty percent earn as much or even more than their husbands. 
The monthly income of the urban familles ranged from P1000.00 
among newly married. couples of the nuclear households With one or no 
cildre to P5000.00 among extended households With 3, 4 or more 
ernbers contributing to the total. income of the family. OWiously 
ce'ided households have a !u.ier mean income than nuclear households 
e'atu3e the number ci' people contributing to the household is hiier. 
Table 7 
Income and Enployment by 
Family Type (Urban) 
ended Nuclear 
Jean housenoiclincome (Pes) 2299.5 1373.5 
Percent employed (Husbands) 99 99 
Percent employed. (1ives" 75 66 
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In a rural society in iich the econor i based. on ubBistex1oe 
farming, the economic role of wivs is just as important as th.t of the 
iien. £Lthou the nusband. j the major decision maker in the planning, 
cultivation and. management of the f arm, he is not the family' only 
provider. The w.Lf e, aside from managing her household., also cLoe 
the manly taak like the menfolk. 5he is likely to be present during 
the weeding, planting arid harvesting of crops. Unlike her city 
non'-working counterpart whose work is confined to the li iter tasks 
aoizncl the house, she contributes a large share of the labor in the 
field.. In majori1r of the cases, the 'vaves reported working in trie 
f arm most of the time; only 6 percent reported. that their tasks were 
limited to household. chores anâ. the backyard.. This was because their 
husbands were nom.-fan workers. 
Table 
Income aud Farm Tenure of Rural Families 
y Pamilj Type 
Jarw worker 
I ) - 92 - 94 - 94 
'c-f ;rm worker 
, ) - 8 - o - 
Medían income 200,9 - 200.46 - 200.68 
eazi income 294.5 - 324.5 - 309.50 
F arim-o'vier 
(%) - 20 - 18 - 




Nuclear Extended Both 
land. 
p land tenure p land tenure ! tenure 
The average income of the rural household is 13 times lower 
than that of the urban family. This margLnal income creates a severe 
s-train on the family resources, notably that of the ertencied family 
whose membership is almost 3 times more thau that of the nuclear 
family. The income of the rural erenLied. household. is only about 
0.37 med.ian points larger than that of the nuclear household. This 
means that extended families are more irdened with ad.d.itional mouths 
to feed. The following table shows data on income and employment status 
of the rural households. 
i)ata in table 8 siiows why the net income of the rural family is 
so low. ior ian 74% of the rural household.s do not own their own 
f arms but only work as tenants. Only 19 percent of the f a workers 
Q1 fans. 
The nox..f arm workers a.re enged in skilled or semi-skilled 
occupations such as carpen-trr, motorcab driving, shop apprenticeship 
and small storekeeping. 
Residence. About three-fourths of the urban wives have established 
residence in the city since oirth. Sev-enty.-one percent of the urban 
couples oi the house th' live in while the rest live in rented 
apartments in the more exclusive sections of the city. 
Lu trie rural families are located in the remote barangays o± 
the province. The 200 household.s come from the baranys in the 
.au.nïcipality of Dumanjug which is located southwest of the city of 
C&u-, about 80 kilometers away. Baran.ys Balayg'tiki, i3ulak, Dolciol, 
Kangiumaud, Mania pay and. Fawa are small communities situated at the 
mountainous section of the province, some 12 to 18 kilometers iway from 
i.iie poblacion. From the poblacion these barangays are acoessibl by 
motorcabs and. cargo trucks; hence, a.jori of the barrio folks lo riot 
firid. transportation a serious problem. 
Majority of the respondents (96 percent) were barrio boru; a 
few were born in the poblacion. Of the husbands, 15 pereen :eporte. 
hey were born in the poblacion. Majority f te couples ha- etiied. 
in these places for a number of decades. The ret ¿lave lived in tnei 
barrios since birth. Residential mobility for both the u-rb&i and rurai 
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Education, The educational attainment of urban couples of both 
family types is essentially siin.ilar; 84.5 percent of the wives finished 
college education; 10.5 percent had some college ednoation and. only 
5.5 percent stopped schooling after graduating from hii school as a 
result of marriage and/or preiancy. The lowest educational level 
attained by the women of this group is secondary education (see Table 
9). 
Of the husbands in the urban households, 81 percent have finished 
college, 12 percent had some college education, while 7 percent only 
graduated hi school There are more husbands than wives who have not 
gone to college after finishing hi school. 
The average rural couple barely uinished. the four years of 
primarr education. Factors like malnutrition, hunger, lack of school 
supplies, constant absences and tardiness, passive and/or indifferent 
attitude of parents toward education of their children etc., had. 
prevented the rural folks from furthering their education b'ond 
primary school. 
Also farm families look upon children as potential help to the 
f anily labor force. As children reach adolescent years, parents expect 
them to contribute much more service. Hence mar parents tend. to 
perceive further education as a brier to these expectations. The 
children quit school altogether or attend classes irregelarly. Male 
children, especially, are obligated to work in the farm during the 
planting, cultivating, and harvesting seasons, while female children 
often stay home as motheri-surrogatea minding household chores as the 
mothers ge out to the field to work with the men. 
Among the respondents, the mean number of years of education 
attained is 4.7 for wives and 4.2 for husbands. This can be expected 
since boys contribute more to farm work than girls. Illiteracy is 
more than twice as hi g among husbands than among the wives. Of tne 
wives, 6 percent have gone throu hi school of which one-third. of 
them failed to graduate. 
Four percent of the husbands attended hii school, but one-half 
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Table 9 
Ethwation of Coux)ios by Family Type 
( Percent ) 
N = 200 Urban Families 
NUC L EAR 
thwational Level 
Gradate:Cases Higi School Grad.uate:College Level :College 
- 17.0 83.0 tOO 
xiusba4s 9.0 9.0 82.0 100 
-'ercent 
i oti 
4.5 13.0 82.5 100.0 
9 26 165 200 
E X T E N D E D 
rives 3.0 11.0 86.0 100 
5.0 15.0 80.0 100 
Percent 4.0 13.0 83.0 100.0 
Total 
Cases 8 26 166 200 
Wives 1.5 14.0 84.5 100 
Husband.s 7.0 12.0 1.0 100 
Mean 
Percent 4.25 13.0 82.75 100.0 
Total 
Cases 8.5 26 165.5 200 
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Pable 10 
Years of Schooling of Couples by 
Family pe 
( Percent ) 
N 200 Rural Families 
WIVES 
Years Schooled. 
Family Iype O l-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9+ Mean Years Schooled 
Nuclear 1 9 42 43 2 3 4.53 
Extended 1 11 30 51 2 5 4.84 
±3oth 1 10 36 47 2 4 4.69 
H U S B A N D S 
Tears Schooled. 
'ami1y Type 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9+ Mean Years Schooled 
Nuclear 3 19 32 38 6 2 4.19 
Extended 2 16 39 33 5 - 4.20 
Both 2.5 17.5 35.5 38 5.5 1 4.2 
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dropped out before the third. year. Only 30 percent of the wives, and. 
20 percent of the husbands completed the sixth year elementa,xr course 
and. were neyer able to reach the next level (see Table io). 
Prepiancy Iistoir. Rural couples from both nuclear and ertended 
families, who have been married for ten years, on the average have 
4.54 live births. By the 20th year of marriage the average rural oou- 
pie has 8.55 children. Rural nuclear families have a sligitly hiier 
cumulative fertility than the rural extended couples. In contrast, 
urban couples married for 10 years have 2.4 mean live birth. By the 
20th year, urban couples have produced. 4.8 live births. 
The number of live births among rural couples appears to be 
sliitly hiier than the actual number of children per household 
(mean = 4.5 children). Phis discrepancy between live births and. 
actual number of chilth'en per household. is d.te to child, mortality. 
The data regtstered 27 dead rural children and. 4 dead urban children. 
T&ole 11 below shows the specific levels of birth by wives' marriage 
duration. 
Table 11 
Number of iLve Births by marrîage duration 
by Family 1rpe and. Residence 




Both Nuclear rterided. Nuclear Extended 
0.5 0.68 0.59 1.0 0.9 0.96 
1.3 1.2 1.25 1.8 1.4 1.6 
1.7 ¿.0 1.85 2.7 2.5 2.o 
2.2 2.6 2.4 4.6 .4 
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Comparing rural and urban couples, it can be seen that rural couples 
surpass the urban couples by tiFF, live births by the tizne thr reach 
their 8-1Oth year of marriage. The erage rural iaf e is also more 
likely to continue giving birth than the urban wife after her tth 
year of marriage. 
The average interval between t successive births for the rural 
sample is sliitly less than t years (1.93 mean years) for both 
types of household.s, whereas that of the urban sample is 4.3 years. 
Miscarriage had. been experienced by 17.5 percent of the rural 
wives, stillbirths by 6 percent, and infant deaths by 11.5 perCent. 
In contrast only 5 percent of urban wives had ini ecarri ages; 1.0 per.- 
cent had. stillbirths and only 2 percent experienced death of c1uld.. 
ren (4 cases). 
About one-third of the child mortality was caused by cholera- 
eltor, 2&'4 respiratox illness, 21 malnutrition, and the rest were 
victims of various types of infection (mostly tetanus). 
Religion. Almost all the subjects studied are Roman Ca,tiiolics. 
Their participation in church activities however is minimal, and 
rali.on seems to hare very little influence on their way f life. 
The above gives only a brief sketch of the demographic and. 
sooioeconomic backgrowid of the samples studied.. The actual fertility 
behaviour of the repond.ent is described in the next chapter. 
CHAT III 
FERTILITY UWPLS OF RESPOND2(T-WIVES 
BY FAMILY Tw AND RIDENCE 
This chapter is organized izid two principal tçpios which have 
a d.irec-t bearing ca the problem:, 1) the effects of fi1y structure 
on fertility levels of wives and, 2) the influence of reaidenos on 
the couple's fertility. 
Family te and Fertility Differentials 
The result of the investigation indicates that fily rtru.cture 
is no-t a ziifjoant variable in determining fertility of the families 
under study. Hypothesis I which states that there is no siificant. 
difference in the mean fertility scores by family ype is supported. by 
the findings of this research. Despite the tact that *uqlear families 
have more live births than the ertended ones the statistical measures 
employed showed that their mean fertility were easeatially similar; 
the differoe between the means did not vary siifioazitly (seo 
Table 12). 
Perhaps one possible factor that might explain this is the cur- 
rent change of the perception of family size. There appears to 
be a growing belief that Filipino couples are beootning more aware of 
the value attached to a small or medium sized family and, thus express 
their desire by curbing fertility. (Jocano, 1972). This belief has 
been brought about by the increasing conviction among couples that 
higher standards of life can be attained by chenging their attitudes r.rding 
fertility. They believe that high fertility would seriously impede 
the family's economic well-being and aspirations for higher levels of 
livng. 
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Statis-tic Nuclear Families Extended Families 
Cases (br). 200 200 
Mean () 3.8 3.4 
Stazidard Deviation (s) 2 23 2.27 




Number of Children Desired 
by Family ¶trpe (Percent) 
Number of Children Iucl ear rt ended Both 
Desired 
2 20.5 22.5 21.50 
3 37.5 31.0 34.25 
4 25.5 20.0 22.75 
5 7,5 15.5 11.50 
6 3.0 4.0 3.50 
7 2.5 1.0 1.75 
8 and. over 3.5 6.0 4.75 
Percent 100.0 100.0 100.00 
C a es 200 200 400 
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One outstanding fact from the data gathered is that majority of 
tite wives from both the nuclear d extended families have few live 
irthr. Slightly more than 65 percent of the total bjeots have 
three or less live births. A preference for a small or moderate rn.n- 
ber of children was expressed by the wives in response to the question 
about how many children they desire to have. More than trree-fourths 
(7.5 pçrcent) of the wives desired 4 or less children. Of this pro- 
tcrtion, 71 percent desired 3 or less. Figures in Table 13 shows that 
t.''ica1ly tLe ideal number of children desired by most of the respon- 
dents three. The number of children desired by the wives from both 
the nuclear and extended families was about the same. Although the 
exTtened family wives desire more children than the nuclear family 
':ives the mean difference is not significant (see Table 14). Moreover, 
almost three-rorths of the wives (71 percent) did. not want to have 
ditional chíldreí. The proportion of those whc expressed this oinion 
ere similar when classified by family type. 
Table 14 
Standard Error of the Difi'erexice Between the Mean Number of 
Children Desired of the Nuclear and Extended Family Wives 
( ratio) 
Cases (i:) 200 
Mean () 3,62 
Standard Deviation (s) 1.621 
Standard Error (SE) 0.115 












1.210 (Not significnt 
St ti stic Nuclear Families Extend.ed Families 
The reasons given for nt *ting additional children range from 
the economic costs of children as perceived by the wives to the 
physical and psychological strain involved in the rearing of children 
(see Table 15). As many as 85 percent of the wives who did not want 
more children cited financial burden in the maintenance of an additiona. 
child as the principal reason. This is even more apparent among rural 
w ives where practically every woman considered poverty as the most 
significant limiting factor. The problem of feeding, clothing and 
educating the children was consistently reported as a strong deterrent 
to the couple's desire for more children. About 70 percent of the 
urban wives who did not want additional children cited the same reason 
even though they can, financially speaking, afford to raise additional 
children. Others cited physical strain, job interference, curtailment 
of personal freedom and less opportunity to indulge in a more comfortable 
or luxurious lifestyle as essential reasons for not wanting more children. 
In terms of family planning, the wives among both the nuclear and 
extended families exhibited good knowledge, a positive attitude and 
a fair amount of use of birth control. 
In fact, when the respondents were asked if they have heard of 
birth control or family planning to keep a woman from having too many 
children, all the wives from both the nuclear and extended families 
expressed some knowledge of birth control in general. But in order 
to find out how much they really knew about birth control, the 
respondents were asked to enumerate the different kinds of birth control 
methods that they knew. The result of this inquiry is presented in 
Table 16. There were just as many nuclear as extended family wives 
from both urban and rural areas who know about the same number of 
methods. Among the urban sample, 80 percent of the extended wives 
and 71 percent of nuclear ones know 7 or more methods. Their 
difference is not significant (see Appendix D, page 88 for chi-square 
test result). The number actually known ranged from 7-1k method. 
For the rural sample, 82 percent of the extended wives and 8k percent 
of nuclear wives knew 3 or more methods. Their difference is likewise, 




















































































































































































































































































Distribution of Nethods Knom by 4ives by Residence 
and Family Tye 
Urban Rural 
Nuclear :Extended :Nuclear: Ejxt ended 
(Percent of 1ivês 'Jho Named the 
Method) 
It'D 100 loo 53 55 
Fill loo loo 66 55 
Condom 100 100 94 89 
'itdrawal 100 100 98 96 
Rhythm 100 loo 94 95 
Vaectoniy 100 100 27 23 
LiCation 100 100 38 32 
Sioon 56 57 2 - 
Diar. 54 62 1 1 
oam 28 42 - 1 
jelly 34 21 1 - 
Lccie 1 7 - - 
tb..inence 4 9 41 36 
Abortion 2 - - - 
The findings inuicate that majority of the wives favor birti. 
con;rol. Family type i not iificantly associated :ith birth coi:- 
trol attitude. Slightly more than fourfifths (e3.5 percent) of tui- 
clear wives i a little less th fourfifths (78.5 percent) of the 
extended wives possessed a fvorab1e at:itude towards birth control. 
The proportion of tIose who flt that birth cqntrol was "b" was 
smil; 16.5 percent, nuclear and. 21.5 percent, extended. 1hen the 
chiscuare test was employed, the .fference was not significant (see 
Apendix D, page 88 for chiscaare test result). 
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The third issue was to find ou the extent of birth control 
practice in the sample, Furthermore, it is also important to know 
whether differences exist iet:een uives coming from rLuclear and extended 
families in their extent of birth control practice. The questions 
formulated in this regr± were the following: "Are you presently usinc 
any birth control method?" If "yes", specify what method. If "no", 
"hwe rou at anytime since your mar-iage mede any attempt to avoid or 
delay pregnancy by using any birth control method?" 
More than half of th.- ulves replied that they are presently ung 
oirth control; 52 percent (208 cases) answered "yes" and 48 percent 
(192 caccs) answered "no" irrespective of family type. The data seem 
to suCCest that birth control practice is relatively widespre. 
Table 17 shows that there is t.e proportion of nuclear and ex- 
tended zives zho practised did not practige some forms of birth 
control is almost th se. The statistical test employed indicate 
that the ifference between t enucleaa' and extended f aily wives iç 
not significant (see Apr-er.dix ) rare 88 for chisquare test result), 
despite t e fact that more nuclear family wives than extended frnily 
wives use birth control. Therefore, family stnictur' does not have a 
sirificamt bearing on the \irth control mractic of the wives under 
investition which in turn, does not signficzitly influence 
fertility. 
Taule '17 
dives' Respones to t.e Queshor.: "Are you oracts'n some kin of 
birth controlT" According to ±esiderice arid Family Type (Fercent) 
h = 400 4ives 
Rural 
Nuclear Extended : Cases Nuclear : Ectended : Casés 
YES 70.0 73.0 143 36.0 29.0 65 
30.0 27.0 57 64.0 71.0 135 
Cases 100.0 100.0 2CC 100.0 100.0 200 
The reau].t uld seem to ind.ica,te that fertility d.eoisioua 
rest upon the coupi es alone and, not influenced. by the presence/non 
presence of kin. The traditional extend,ed family rstem in moat 
developing and. nozindnatrialized. societies at present, does not 
exert such a strong control over the behavior of it members as 
former].y assumed. tty Lorimer (1954) and. Davis (1955). Stycos (1958) 
states that for the current period of declining child mortality, 
fertility behavior is no longer influenced ty family structure. 
Both families experience the same process of fertility increase or 
reduction. This contention appears to disprove Lorimer' s (1954) 
assumption that the presence of elders among extended. families would. 
encourage a positive desire for mar children; that in the area of 
marriage and, childbearing, tradition gives the older kin or elder 
family members a larger asr over the couple' s decision; and,, that 
the kin oup tends to att' oct fertility because children are highly 
valued as economic assets, insurance agsinat old age and, a demonstration 
of male virility. In contrast, Stycos (1958) and. Freedman (1961) 
speculate that the presence of older kin in the houeeold does not 
affect fertility levels of couples at the present time. Young couples 
of tod.a's generation express a more autonomous stand than the couples 
before. It becomes apparent especially on matters pertaining to 
childbearing. This implies that modernization has modified. the tr.- 
ditional structures of the extended family and. had therefore destroyed 
the traditionally sanctioned obligation between couples and. the kin 
group as compared to earlier times. 
The findings of this study, however, indicate that the presence 
of older kin in the household and. their subsequent communication with 
the repond.ents have not strongly influenced the decision of the number 
of children the couple has. When the respondents were asked. whether 
the presence of older relatives influenced their decision to have 
their present number of children; 94 percent of the extended family 
wives reported tbr were not influenced one wy or the other. 
Conversely, the assumption of Nag (1967), Pacraai and. Malaker 
(1967), Beba.rta (1964) and Mathen (1962) that high fertility is a 
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characteristic among nuclear families is likewise not supported. 
Their basic assumptions that the extended families afford, little privacy 
due to overcrowding in the home, that sexual taboos have to be observed 
during certain periods, and. that the "feeling of shame" shoim by women 
who get pregnant during the px'eianoy of their daughters or danghtera- 
im-law would. all contribute to lower frequency of coitus and. lower 
fertility seem not to be supported. by the data for the Philippines. 
L comparison of the average coital frequency between the types of 
families does not show y sigeificaiit difference between them (see 
Pables 18 and 19). Findings from the data gathered. empirically do 
not support the assumption that links coita]. frequency with fertility. 
If the respondents' reports concerning their sexual activities are 
taken at face value, a different trend. can be deduced instead; higher 
frequency of' sexual intercourse is rampant among youier couples with 
relatively lower birth rates. Table 20 shows the mean weekly frequency 
of sexual intercourse according to the respondent' s age, number of 
live births, family structure and. residence. Hitter incidence of 
sexual abstinence are found. among wives 35 years old and. above with 5 
or more live births, 
The findings tend, to indicate that family structure is not a 
weighty factor on the problem. They only serve to support Stycos and 
Freedman' s view that there is no inherent connection between the nu-. 
clear and. extended family structures and. f ertiLity The rate of 
fertility is dependent upon the interest of the couples alone. Ii 
may be high or low according to the wishes of the husbands and. wives. 
Probably the concept of the family d.ev'elopmental cycle has to 
be considered when studying the problem. Families d.c not usually 
stick to a single type family arrangement throughout their dezelopmental 
cycle. Instead, families inevitably experience different stages of 
development, undergoing changes in size and. composition. For 'example, 
a newly married couple may start of by staying with either the husband's 
or wife' s family of orientation within an extended arrangement. But 
with the coming of the children or for employment possibilities the 
couple may decide to establish a home of their o*i and. becomes a neo- 




Mean Weekly Frequency of Sexual Intercourse 




Analysis of Variance Test Results of Coite). 
Frequency by Family ¶Lype and Resid.ence 
Standard.:t ratio:Deees :Leyel of 
Comparisons Error : :of free- :aiiificance 
: dom 
Comparison I urban- 
nuclear families 
vs. urban ext ended 
families 0.4360 0.1606 198 not siiificant 
Comparison II xiiral 
nu.cl ear vs. rural 
extended families 0.4360 1.0321 198 not sizifioant 
Comparison III 
urban families 
vs. rural families 0.6166 0.9082 396 not síiífioant 
Nuclear 2.9 2.7 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































&eoid.e to mar17', ther either. stq with the couple or mq move to a 
home of their oiei. Phis process althoui vaz7ing in extent and. dura-. 
tion continues to characterize the family in m': parts of the 
Philippines. Castillo (1971) emphasizes the different stages of f emily 
composition, starting with a nuclear or au extended type, then moves 
to another and. thus, und.er,ing a period. of expansion and. contraction. 
Residence and. Fertility Differentials 
Rypothesis 2 states that there is a siiifioant difference 
between the urban and. the rural types of residence on the.r fertility 
scores. 
Pable 21 indicates that differioe in fertility levels between 
the wi.ves of the urban families and. wives frem rural. families is 
si iificant. The rural wives have a siifioantty hi zer number of 
live births than their urban counterparts with the former hing a 
mean of 4.63 children as ainst the lattez" s asan of 2.61 children. 
Based. on the results of the statistical measures emplyed,, hypothesis 
2 is confirmed.. Rural wives have hier live birth raies than urban 
wives. 
Table 21 
Standard. Error of the Difference Between the Mean 
Fertility Rates of the Urban and. Rural Wives 
( ratio ) 
Statistic Urban 
s 
Cases (N) 200 200 
-s--- 
Mean () 2.61 4.63 
Standard. Deviation (s) 1.460 2.3803 
Standard. Error (SE) 0. 1035 0.1667 
Siand.ard. Error of the 
difference between 
Means (s) 0.198 
Dïffer.nce between 
Means (MD) 2.02 
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As ahoi in Pable 22 'the fertility of rural wives is consistently 
hiier than urban wives at all the age levels. In the age cohort 30-34, 
rural wives he already had. tigo liye births more than their urban 
cousins, and. tr the end, of their fecundity period. the rural subjects 
have between three or more children than the urban subjects. Thus, 
earlier studies notably by Concepcion (1963), Fleiger (1977), Freedman 
et.al. (1963), Fascett et.al. (1971), Thompson (1953) and. others 
asserting that urban.-ru.ral resid,ence affects fertility supported. by 
the empirical findings of this research. Wives residing in cities 
exhibit lower fertility rates than wives residing in rural areas. 
Apparently, urban couples respond more positively to birth control 
than the rural families, 
Table 22 
Mean Number of Live Births by Residence 
and. Ages of Wives 
N = 400 Wives 
Number of Cases 200 200 
A number of factors m have contributed, to the difference in 
fertility behiour between urban and. rural couples. 
15-19 0.75 1.3 
20-24 1.3 2.3 
25-29 2.0 3.4 
30-34 2.9 4.9 
35-39 4.0 6.3 
40+ 5.0 7.7 
Age Urban Rural 
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One possible explanation is the difference in the number of 
children d.eaired.. This may be explaa.ned. r the apparent disparities 
of the socioeconomio conditions between the urban and. the rural 
f arnilies. Soojo-economic bacicground. also tend.s to influence the cou.- 
pie' s communication patterns concerning matters like family size pre-. 
f ererice. For example, the urban sample wives who belong to the middle 
and. upper classes of Cebu 0ity are more likely to discuss with their 
husbands the number of children thr want than are the poor rural 
wives. In Table 23 which deals with the couples' communication re- 
garding family size matters, analysis of the wives responses according 
to the urbaz-rural c].a,saifioation shows an inverse trend.. 
Table 23 
Wives Who Discussed and. Did Not Discuss With Their 
Husbands the Number of Children Desired By 
Residence ( Percent ) 
Sliitly less than t-.fifihs (39.5 percent). of the rural wives 
discussed the topic with their husbands. More than tie-thirds of the 
rural wives never discuss the issue with their husbands. By way of 
contrast, almost all (96.5 percent) of the urban wives communicate 
with their husbands on the number of children thr want. This trend 
nd.icates that a positive relationship exists between urban residence 
aid conjul communication. 
Percent : Cases Percent : Cases 
Discus3ed 96.5 193 39.5 79 
Jid. not discuss 3,5 7 60.5 121 
Total 100.0 200 100.0 200 
Urban Rural 
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It is siiificant to note that uurbannesslt perso is not the 
only actual determinant of the tendency of the couples to communicate 
between thnselves on the issue but rather the attributes of urban 
living may account for it: more education, more exposure to various 
mass media and. types of occupation. These may have directly helped 
in shaping the attitudes and decision-making of the urban couples on 
their family size preferences tn particular, and their orientation 
to issues in general. In fact, the correlation existing between 
ecIu.cation and. communication on family size preferences between husband. 
and. wife is hi ( r = +0.913 ). These characteristics are less pre- 
valent in the rural setting. 
When a follow-up question: tTfl0 you want to have more children?" 
was analyzed according to rural-urban residence, results tend. to 
support the previous finding. Slitly more than three-fourths (75.5 
percent) of the urban wives and. two-thirds (66.5 percent) of rural 
wives did. not want additional children. Rural-urban difference is a 
siiificant determinant on the wives decision to have more children 
(see ppendix D, page 88 for ohi-.square test result). Urban women 
are more likely than rural women to limit their number of children. 
The investigation then shifted from the wives merely wanting 
to have more children to the more concrete or specific investigation: 
the exact number ci' children desired.. When responses of wives in 
their desired number of child.rexi were classified according to urban 
and. rural residence the difference was siificant (see Tal,le 24). 
The rural group desired 4.42 ohild.reii while the urban group desired 
3.04 children 
However, the findings belie the popular notion that rural women 
generally desire larger families. As shoi in Table 25, most of these 
women desire 3 or 4 children as the ideal family size. These men 
are aware of the serious consequences of unplanned child births and 
explicitly expressed. their intention to control family size. 
The effect of residence on the family size desires of the wives 
is also supported by the findings of the data concerning the respondents 
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Table 24 
Standard Error of the Difference Between the 
Mean Number of Children Desired. of the 
Urban and. Rural Wives ( ratio ) 
Cases (N) 200 200 
Means rx) 3.04 4.42 
Standard. Deviation (s) 0.935 1.81 
Standard Error (SE) 0.07 0.13 
Standard Error of the 
difference between 
means (sED) 0.158 
Difference between 
means (MD) 1.38 
8.73 (siiificant at .01 level) 
reaction to the five scaled. indices presented to them (see *ppend.ix C 
page 87 for a detailed, discussion of the index of family size desires). 
When the scores were classified residence, almost all of 
the urban (98,5 percent) eves disagreed with the statements, having 
a mean score of 6.6; while only about t-.thirds (64.3 percent) of 
the rural wives disagreed (a mean score of 8.5). Only 0. 5 
percent of the urban wives and 29.7 percent of the rural wives agreed 
nith statements.1 On the undecided responses 9.2 percent belong to 
10f the total wives who responded to the indices, some were 
stricken out for inconsistencies. Inconsistency was scored 
on the subjects' responses which agreed on some of the items 
but disagreed. on the others, in which case their responses 
were discounted.. 0f the 400 wives interviewed, 15 cases 
(3.75 percent) were eliminated for inconsistency. ll the 
inconsistent responses were from rural wives. Hiier mean 
age, (mean age 37.4) híi fertility and. low education were 
general characteristics of these inconsistent respondents. 
Correlation between inconsistency and low level of education 
was moderately hi ( r = +0.53); inconsi stency with hi i 
fertility was substantially hii ( r = +0.66). 
Statistic Urban Rural 
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rural wives, and 1.0 percent belong to the urban wives. Comparatively, 
as can be gleaned from the above findings practically almost all of 
the urban samples did. not conform to the family size desires ind.ex 
while s1iit].y less than twothirds of rural wives expressed the saine 
opinion. 
However, i-t is not rural residence perse that is directly 
accountable for the siguificant difference between rural and. urban 
wives in their responses to the indices. For the rural group, such 
characteristics as fatalism or rationalization, low educa-tion, in 
some cases illiteracy, hi er birth rates and. hi ier mean age, may 
have some effects on the wives. Table 26 shows the corelation between 
responses to family size desire index aM some related variables 
discussed above. 
When the respondents were asked to name the different birth 
control. methods, the results confirm -the earlier assumption -that all 
the subjects more or less know about birth control. As a matter of 
fact rural wives have a pod knowledge of some birth control methods. 
Almost three.-fourths (72 percent) of this group enumerated at least 
3 or 4 methods of birth control. 
However, when the data was classified according to the number 
and, types of methods kno, contrasting facts occurred. Urban wives 
knew a lot more methods (mean number of methods know 8.33) than the 
rural wives who identified. less methods (mean 3.71). Their mean 
difference is siiificant. 
Among urban wives, each respondent was able to mention at least 
7 meiods among which the IUD, the pill, the condom, rhythm, withdrawal 
and. sterilization (ligation and. vasectonr) were the most commonly knoi 
methods. About half of the total number of urban, oases failed to 
mention other devices like the diaphran, sampoon, foam, jelly and douche. 
This indicates that a large number of the mechaioalchemical methods 
are less popular among many of the subjects who only have a vague 




Nuaber of Children Desired 
by Residence (Percent) 
N LICO cases 
= 
Urban Rural 
Nuaber of Children 
Desired 
2 29.5 8.5 
3 k8.o 26.0 
k ik.o 2k.5 
5 6.5 2k.5 
6 2.0 
7 - k.0 
8andover - 8.0 
Total 
Percent 100.0 100.0 




Correlational Relationship Between Soae Variables 
and the Rural Wives' Responses to the Index 
of Family Size Desires 
Variables Coefficient of Correlation (r) 
The older the wife the more she 
agrees +0.88 
The younger the wife the more 
she d.i sagrees +0.102 
The lówer the years of schooling, 
the nore disagreement +0.69 
The hier the years of schooling, 
the higher the degree of 
disagreement +0.69 
The more onjidren, the more 
agreement +0.45 
T!ae less children, the hiier 
the disagreement -.0.76 
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On the other hand. the most f'equ.ently cited methods by the 
rural imen were the condDm, rhythm, and. withdrawal. Withdrawal was 
cited as the most popular method.. The IUD, the pill and. sterilization, 
which were quite familiar to the urban wives, were mentioned by a 
lesser percentage of the rural wives. Of the rural group, 60 percent 
cited the pill; 54 percent, the ItJD; 35 percent, ligation; and. 25 
percent, vasectomy. One distinguishing characteristic of the rural 
group was that a substantial number (38.5 percent) emphasized abstin- 
ence as a control method while only 7 percent of the urban cases 
mentioned. this method in particular. Phis probably reflects the 
urbax»-couples' conviction that abstinence may be an unrealistic form 
of birth control. 
The findings also show that many rural men knew usually the 
more traditional methods of birth control - the kinds that have recently 
been proven to be less effective as well as more difficult to practise 
or use. The condom, the only modern method. often cited, is limited 
to males. 
Comparatively therefore, there appears to be a marked difference 
in knowledge of birth control methods between the urban and. the rural 
wives, althoua the rural wives are just as generally aware of the 
concept of' birth control. The urban wives uld seem to fare better 
in this aspect because althou in practice one method may be suffi- 
cient, knowledge of the different methods can provide the basis for 
a wider range of choices from which to select more effective alter-. 
native technique for fertility control. This means that not only are 
urban men likely to have heard of the different contraceptive methods 
but ther also prossess more knowledge of the methods than their rural 
counterpart s. 
Table 27 presents the mean number of birth control methods 
knoi by wives classified according to the number of live births 
which thay have. For urban wives generally, those With hier fertility 
have knoi more methods than those with lower fertility. In contrast, 
among the rural wives, excluding those who have from O-2 live births, 
those with hi gher number of live births, knew less methods. 
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Ta21e 27 
Mean Number of Birth Control Methods Knoiai by 
the Number of Live Births and Residence 
N = 400 Wives 
Urban Rural 
Cases Cases 
Number of live births 
0-2 7.3 119 3.3 39 
3-4 8.5 68 4.2 62 
5-6 9.2 23 3.8 54 
7-8 - - 2.8 33 
9+ - - 2.3 12 
Total 200 200 
The reason why urban wives who have more live births have been 
associated with greater knowledge of birth control methods is that 
th' are probably more aware of the need. to control fertility. Such 
1ast minute" attempt to control or d.ely preian.cy mr have strongly 
motivated them to find, out more about methods which are effective. 
It is also important to note in this connection that the dissemination 
f birth control information by various agencies and. media in Cebii 
province reached. their peak around. the 1960s when these aubjeclE uld 
have had 2 or more children. Hence thr were motivated to learn the 
various methods of birth control. 
On the other hand, it seems only logical that rural wives who 
have less children (2-5) uld show more interest in the methots of 
birth control, since they can still limit birth if thr so desired. 
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Those who already have had. mazar children (6 and above) 'uld probably 
have the least motivation. Phis lat-ter group probably tended. to adopt 
a kind, of fatalistic attitude and. uld therefore rationalize their 
unc-urbed fertility. This tua,y partly explain the siifioant difference 
in fertility levels between the urban and. rural wives. 
To tease out the respondents' ettitud.es on birth control, a 
pro jec-tive type of question was foxnulated: "What dc you think of 
birth control, in general? Do you feel it is od. or bad.?" 
Residence appears related. to the attitudes of wives toward. 
birth control among the urban wives 94.5 percent felt birth control 
to be od while a lesser proportion cf the rural subjects (68.5 p'- 
cent) expressed. the same opinion. The difference is siificant 
(see .àppendix D, page 88 for chi..square -test result). The data d.emom- 
strates that negative attitudes toward birth control is still relatively 
rampant among ru-rai wives with hi birth rates. 
Difference in education is probably the most important expia- 
nation for the variability of attitudes toward. birth control between 
the urban and rural wives. The f act is that 90 percent of the urban 
wives are college graduates. There ii a veiy wide gap in the education 
level between urban and. rural wives. The latter has only an average 
of 5 years of elementary education. 
Five of the 11 cases of' urban men who were of the conviction 
that birth control was "bad" were college graduates. However, this 
is only a. very small percentage. Freumably, other factors, such as 
elion, for instance, may have influenced their unfavorable attitude. 
;ihile it has been determined that the extent of knowledge and 
attitude towards birth control differ si itficantly by urban-rural 
residence, more definitive findings eierge when the extent of birth 
iontrol practice was classified according to the urban-rural tyjolo. 
Of the rural wives barely one-half (4t percent) of those who previously 
favored birth control used. az- method.. By way of contrast, among the 
urban subjects who have a oosj.ve att:tud.e towards birth controi 
sliitly less -than foux-fiftku. (78.8 percent) who previously favored 
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birth control employed, some kinds of contraceptive device to limit 
fertility. The findings also show that while there were almost the 
same number of' wives who practised. as those who did not, most of 
those who did., were urban wives, while most of those who did. not, came 
from the rural f wnilies. An outstanding conclusion that can be d.rai 
here is that urban wives tended. to be consistant in their attitude 
and. practice of birth, control while the rural wives tended to be 
inconsistent. Of the total sample of ves who did not use birth 
control about 70 percent were rural. while the rest (30 percent) were 
urban. This means that there were almost as many urban wives who 
practised some form of birth control as rural wives who did not 
practise any form of birth control (71.5 and. 67.5 percent respectively). 
Hypothesis 2 is therefore supported by the above results (see .ppeniix 
D, page 88 for discussion of' chisL1are test result). 
when the respondents were asked to name the specific methods 
thay employed to control fertility, about half (45 percent) of the 
total number of users were using traditional method,z like rhythm, 
abstinence and. withdrawal. The rest claimed. th were using the modern 
mechanicalchemical methods. 
Lthe majority of the urban couples employ modern and. relatively 
more effective types of control, while the majority of rural couples 
use the trai.tionai/natural forms. Howerer, more urban wives than 
rural ones rely on rhythm, a natural method. Probably urban coupi es, 
given the most favorable condition (urban residence, relatively od 
education, better exposure to the media, etc.) Can use rhythm eff oc- 
tive]r a method of birth control. The owing belief that rhythm 
is a popular method among the urban and better educated. couples may 
be attributed to their better discipline and. greater knowledge of 
human phyaíolor and conception. 
Among the rural couples, 37 percent of the users rely on 
abstinence and. withdrawal, 31 percent, rhythm and. 32 percent modern 
methods, especially ligation and flJD. 
In contrast, among the urban couples, 65 percent use modern 
methods, 29 percent rhythm, and 6 percent abstinence and withdrawal. 
0f the mod.ern tecimiques, the pill is by f ea' most popular 
with the urban wives, vaaeotozy and. condom for their husbands, followed. 
by rhythm. Ligation, sampoon, IUD and. foam are less frequently used.. 
Thus, urban wives are more likely to practise birth control then the 
rural wives. (see Tab). e 28) 
Table 28 
The find.ings therefore rerea]. that the urban wives expressed 
a greater und.erstanding, a more favorable attitude and. a more 
consistent ability to praoti2e family planning than the rural wives. 
These appear to be consistent with earlier findings regarding family 
'pes of Birth Control ldetbod.s Used. by 
Residence ( Percent ) 
N 208 oases 
Mothod.s Urban - Rural 
Rb,ythm. 29.0 31.0 
Pill 22.0 4.0 
Vas ectonty 15.0 4.0 
Condom 12.0 6.0 
Ligation 4.4 10.0 
Sampoon 5.1 
IUD 2.1 8.0 
Foam 4.4 
Abstinence 2.8 20,0 
Withdrawal 3.5 17.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 
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si ze desires, iiere urban wives were more likely than the rural ones 
to prefer a small f amily. Likewise, these factors probably provide 
a logical explanation for the aiiificant fertility difference 
between the urban and. the rural families. 
Background. differences between the urban and. rural family wives 
provide another possible explanation foe' the variability of fertility 
levels among the groups under siur. One such characteristic is 
education. Wives with college or hi i school education (an urban 
characteristic) have markedly lower mean fertility than do the less 
educated rural wives. 
The findings also show that the rural wives with leas years 
of schooling (0-4), tended. to have hi. bier birth ragea, thile rural 
wives with more years of schooling (5. years and. over), bave lower 
birth rates, The figures on mean live births in Table 29 shows the 
relationship between education and fertility of the rural wives. 
Women with 2 or less years of standard ednoation have the hitest 
f erti1itr (4.8 mean live births) while men iufto have finished. 
elementary education have the least number of live births (3.1 mean 
live births). 
Pable 29 
Mean Number of' Live Births ty Rural 
Women' s Education 
N - 200 Rural Wives 
Years of Schooling Live Births 
O..2 4.7'5 
3.4 4.6 
5..6 and. over 3.1 
Another relevant d,eaographio factor is the wife' a age at 
marriage. This variable affects thuration of cohabitation and. ulti- 
mately, the fertility levels of urban and rural wives. L comparison 
of ages at marriage of wives residmoe indicates that rural couple. 
tend.ed. to marry earlier than urban couples. This haa invariably 
affected, the couples duration of marriage. This has sigeifioanily 
effected. fertility rates between the ti groups. (see Pable 30). 
Pable 30 
Mean Number of Live Births According to Age 
of Wives and. Duration of Marriage 
The data in Table 30 likewise presenta the relationship between 
age and. d.uration of marriage on the one hand, and. the number of live 
births (fertility), on the other. The number of live births increased. 
as -the years of marriage and. ages of couples advanced.. 
For the urban households, housewives 40 years and. above, With 
a mean of 16,9 years of marriage, have a mean of 5.0 live births: 
this is the hiieai ang the six age cate'iea The number of live 
births increases by about one child, per age catei'. 
Age 
Urban 
: Duration of 
marriage 
: (mean) 






:No. of live 
s births 
s 
15-19 1.3 0.75 1.9 1.3 
20-24 2.6 1.3 4.1 2.3 
25-29 5.4 2.0 7.7 3.4 
30-34 7.0 2.9 12.6 4.9 
35-39 9.8 4.0 15.8 6.3 
40+ 16.9 5.0 20.5 7.7 
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For the rural group, wiyes who are 40 years and. above, with a 
mean of 20.5 years of marriage, have a mean of 7.7 live births. 
Hoer, between each of the age catsry, there is a difference of 
about 1.5 live births; this increase is higher than that of the u.rbn 
group. 
Perhaps, infant mortality and. miscarriage are t other demo- 
graphic variables which explain the biier birth ratee among rural 
couples. Infant or child mortality is considerably higher in the 
rural than in urban areas. A review of the findings in chapter II 
(page 31), shows that rural couples have 27 infant or child deaths 
compared to only 4 deaths for urban couples. Furthermore, these 
rural deaths are due to malnutrition, poor health and. sanitation, 
and diseases such as choler-eltor and. pneumonia. As a result rural 
couples tend to bear more children so as to replace those who died. 
in their infancy. In addition, seventeen percent of the rural wives, 
while only 5 percent of urban wives have experienced miscarriages. 
This factor together witk higher mortality rate probably induce the 
rural couples to have more children. 
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CHAPTE IV 
SUMWI1Y, CONCLUSION AN]) RCOIOEN])ATIONS 
SUARY 
This stu is an attempt to investiie the effects of family 
structure and, residence on the fertility performance of couples. 
Four hundred. families were randomly selected from 2,357 house-. 
hold.s in the city of Cebu and. in the municipality of Dumanjug, a town 
some 80 kilometers awar from the city, located in the southwest coast 
of the island. The subjects selected were than cross-classified 
according to the nuo1ear-extend.ed. family typoloy. 
The areas d.esiiated. represented t types of residence, namely, 
urban and rural. Tw barrios belonging to the city of Cebu, and six 
brpios located. in the fringes of the town of Duznanjug, were selecbed 
on the basis of their markedly contrasting socio-econornic conditions. 
An thterview schedule covering siiificant aspects of the family, 
such as the communication patterns, eoonouy, and. some demographic and. 
cultural variables relevant to the fertility problem, was devised.. 
Formulation of the data-collection instrument involved, the determination 
and. selection of items, pre.-iesting for validity and. reliability, and 
revision, before finalization. 
Using -the interview schedule, interviews were conducted by trained 
in-t erv-i ewers. 
The main objectives were twfold: a) to determine the 'ertility 
differentials of couples according to family type, b) to de-termine 
the fertility differentials of' couples according to residence. 
T null hypotheswere tested. to measure the differential 
effects of' family structure and residence on the fertility rates of 
the sampi e.wives. 
Hypothesis 1 
There is no siiificant difference between the nuclear and. 
extended, types of families on their mean fertility scores. 
Hypothesis 2 
There is no si guificant difference between urban and. rural 
samples residence in their mean fertility scores. 
Hypothesis 1 is accepted.. The findinge of this stud.y indicate 
that family structure is not a si ificsnt variable in d.eterinining 
the differential fertility of the wives. The nuclear families have 
a mean of 3.8 live births bthile the extended. families bave a mean of 
3.4 live births. 1hen their mean difference was statistically tested, 
the difference was not siguificant. 
Hypothesis 2 is rejected.. There appears to be a siifiCant 
difference in the mean fertility scores between the urban and rural 
family wives; the former group With 2.61 mean live births as age.inst 
the latter grous k.63 mean live births. The Z test indicated. that 
the difference between both means a sigeificant. 
CONCLUSI ONS 
The conclusions d.raimi from the findinge of this stuy are: 
1. Family structure has no siguificant effect on the fertility 
of the wives. The mean live births of the extended family is similar 
to that of the nuclear family. The theorr propounded. y Lorirner (1954) 
and. Davis (1955) that the extended, family structure encourages hii 
fertility is not confirmed in this research. On the other hand., the 
argument of Nag (1967), Potti. and Datta (1967), Pakrasi and. I4alaker 
(1967) and. Mathen (1960) that the nuclear family 'siem tends to 
result in hii f ertility is likewise not confirmed. 1 the empirical 
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evidences of this study. T possible factors are considered re1vant 
in explaining the insiiificant effect of family structures on f er'ti- 
lity rates. One is the changing attittzd.e among Filipino oouplos 
(whether or not thr belong to extended or nuclear households) towerd 
childbearing. There is to be a groc.ng awareness among couples of 
the value of small sized families and. that hiier standards of life 
can be achieved. ' limiting birth. The second possible explanation 
is that fertility rates rest upon the decision of the couples alone; 
that there is no connection between the nuclear and the extended family 
structure and, fertility. The rate of fertility may be hii or low, 
according to the wishes of the husbands and wives. 
2. Residence has a siguificant effect on fertility levels. 
The rural families have markedly hiier fertility than the urban 
f amili es. 
The siguificant difference can be explained t5' a number of 
socio-demo graphic differexio that apparently distinguish the urban 
from the rural sample. First is the difference in the number of 
children desired. The urban wives desired a si guificantly lower mean 
number of children than the rural wives. In adsiition, the urban wives 
expressed a. fair understanding, a wore positive attitude and a more 
consistent ability to practise family planning than rural wives. Per- 
haps the difference in socio.-eoonomic statua between the urban and 
rural wives mit have helped in shaping 'the wives' family sise pr- 
f erenoe as well as their intention to apply family planning. 
The demographic differences in educational level, age at marri- 
age, duration of marriage and child. mortality between the urban and 
the rural family wives also provide possible explanations to the eigei-. 
ficant fertility differences. 
The findings reveal that urban wives with college education 
have lower fertility than the less educated rural wives. Rural wives 
tend. to marry earlier and. have a relatively longer length of cohabita- 
tion than the urban wives. This factor has, increased the risk of hii 
fertility among the rural samples. Infant or child mortality is rampant 
in the rural areas and 'this has possibly induced the rural couples 
to bear more children. 
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RCOMMDLTIONS 
Based on the findings, the folloan reoomendations are 
implied: 
Since ji is the rural more than the urban families iich 
bear the brunt of a large family, and the consequential effects of 
having many children, it is recommended. that a step-up information 
drive for the rural population and. an oning proam of guidance 
be planned. and organized. for immediate iznplamentation by the agcies 
concerned. The program should foc,ia on edncating the people on such 
siiificant topics as developing the riit motivation for fertility 
reduction or limitation; developing realistic pata and tmd.erstanding 
of technical know-how of the more effective types of birth control 
methods; 
The rural couples, on account of their limited learning 
and. capabilities, uld need to be 'stiatioally assisted. and guided 
in the restructuring of their conception and understanding of diat 
oonsiitut.e responsibi e parenthood. and on the ri t perception of the 
effects of modern control devises especially of sterilization. £ 
stematic follow-up of the teaching-learning process could. be &)ne 
by the public school teachers in their places of aseigumenta, thc 
could, th some ingenuity, incorporate these concerna into their 
parentteachers' association' s meetings, and their house visitation 
programs. In order for these teachers to b. more effective as agunts 
of change, thr must be encourage to aited. seminars and. r1cahops 
on this particular societal problam. Special renumerations and 
incentives must be provided. to encourage the teachers' participation. 
To ensure that teachers can instruct couples efffc.ntly, th must also 
be equipped dtkI proper teaching devices. 
Since the demographic data ga.thexd revealed that rural 
parents possess an underdeveloped concept of the value of children, 
the church and. some civic agencies should be encouraged to help the 
rural parents to perceive their proper and. legitimate role as parents, 
and of the more human concept of the value of children other than 
just children as eCQIlOflhiC assets; 
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Since mo st of the zral oopl ea der .t*Zy we gsn.rell.y 
destitute and, have little control over their lives, a well-balanced., 
well-planned economic proaa ou1d b oret and. well implemated, 
by verninent and other agenoise. Pke proam, to b. initially sub- 
sidized., should. emphasize the setting up of economically via2le self- 
help enterprises wiioh uld tip the hidden pstantiala of the poor. 
Sinos the population problem for the r'el couples is till 
critical, an ozb.)ing and active pro g:'wn of id.aac. im.tI the solo 
intention of helping these couples to minimise ohild)earing should. be 
orgsnized.. 
They oould. be provid.ed. with the knowledge on how to forestall or 
dal preianciea. 
Sinoe the extended family yîtem according to this atu is 
not in fact as solid as it appeared., ere the couples tended to be 
re-oriented towerd. a more autonomous and independent, individualistic 
renc1, it is recommended that further studies be mad.. to investigate 
±ie extent of this trend throuiout the iole province, and, the df ecs 
that this re-oritation ¿ny have on the varioua d,tmamsions of family 
life, especially, in relation to the fertility beh.avior of couples; 
A follow-up stu should be ad.e to investigate the actual 
influence of poverty on the population problem, particularly among the 
subsistence farmers; 
B. It uld be of interest to verify this particular finding: 
te absence of the influence of kin prsence in th. couples' family 
size preference, j e., the ineffectivity of the kin oup in influencing 
opinion regerding fertility; 
9. It has been showi that the findings of Loriner and. Davis 
on family structure as a siifioant factor for differential fertility 
is not confirmed in this stub but it uld be irthilo to analyze 
other cultural factors with the aim o providing some anisera to the 
problem of population and. fertility. 
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Initial activities of the research were primarily focused on 
the prodnction of a. satisfactory data-gathering instrument, centering 
the irk on pre-interviews, pre.-testing, checking and. revision of the 
interview schedule. The qestionnaire items involved some time-con-. 
stuning and. careful choosing in order to ensure validity. 
Some time and effort were spent in recruiting and. training 
research assistants and assistant intervaewers. Those employed were 
public school teachers assiied to 'the mountain barrios desiated 
in the study for the rural sample, upper class students enrolled in 
the Behavioral Sciences, and a number of outreach ir1cers from the 
Population Commission, Cebu Agency. 
Their first task was data-gathering of household census in 
the urban and. rural communities d.esiiated for the study. Plie main 
aim was the classification of the household.s into either of the 
family arrangements: nu.cl ear and extended families. 
Four hundred families (400), from the urban and. six ru.ral barrios, 
were interviewed. Those from the urban communitjes of G'iadalupe and. 
Capitol Site were interviewed by the students and. outreach rers, 
ile those from the barrios of Dumanjug, were interviewed, by the 
public school teachers. 
Coding and tabulation of data thus gathered were done in pre.- 
para'tion for the statistical analysis later. 
Preparation of the interview schedule 
initia], step: a tentative schedule was devised. 
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The items were largely niodel)ed after toae found in various 
literature and ct..rrent reseaxches; they were utilized mainly as 
frames of references, sonic srt of try-3ut questionnaire for use in 
pre-test ing 50 that an empir cally vali and reliable instrument based 
on the pretest findings coule be f ormu2 ted subsequently. Pretest of 
this originally devised schec ule was mc ientarily shelved eince the 
items were considered to be nadequate 
second step: a suyplemeataryuetjonnaire was formulated. 
An arbitrary four-page, open- ended questionnaire was formulated for 
use as an addition to the abcve tentative schedule. Ita purpose was 
to tease out attitudes which y their nature needed indepth probing. 
riais, the devised schedule cold not do. 
third step: preliminar intervie. Preliminary interview 
of the sample couples and f an Uy membei 3 from both the nuclear and 
the extended families, using the suppl nenta.ry questionnaire alone, 
followed. 
A total of forty (L+O) fe ilies were interviewed during this 
phase of the work: 
10 urban-nuclear famille 3 
10 urban-extended famil s, 
10 rural-nuclear farnilie , and 
10 rural-extended famili3s. 
Jach of the interview iisted forty mintes to an hour at the most. 
honest answer to every que tion was ;be ideal and for this reason, 
areat deal of tinte was spen; in estat Liahing rapport with the 
respondents. This was a time-.consumin task. Furthermore, many 
ran wives exhibited reluctaace to anier questions they perceived 
to be of a private and personal nature. 
The nastructure, open-enied quests nnaires tapped the opinions, 
attitu, belief systems and ilajor acti;ities of couples and relatives 
within te households (see appendix B, age 85) the questions were 
ntered )fl the foLowing: 
7? 
family size perference, 
the value or importance attached to having children, 
3o extent of communication between husband.s and wives cois- 
cerning family and children, 
extent of communication between couples and. young relatives 
of the households, 
fertility behavior, 
belief sys-t sins shared by those who favored a large family, 
and., 
belief rstem shared by thos e who favored a small family. 
fourth step: consolid.ation aud. completion of the ori.nal 
chedule. Results of the preliminary investi.tion conducted on 
the basis of the supplementary qiestionflaire was used to finalize 
and complete the devised schedule. 
fifth step: pretesting the schedule. The pretest was given 
to another set of forty (40) housewives evenly distributed among the 
urban and rural sampi e; this was a different group from that iich 
aad. been used in tne preliminary survey. 
4ost of the items used as indicators were structured questions 
nL statements provided with bipolar, precod.ed answers. To the 
question form, a ttyes_nott scale was utilized.; to the statement form, 
¿in "agree-di. sagree" sca]. e was used to measure the reaction of' res- 
rident s. The Guitman' s Scab grain nalysie was employed to teat the 
uaidimensiona.lity of the statements. 
Hae Interview Schedule 
Below is axi outline of the contents of the Interview schedule 
its entirety (see Appendix D, page 38 for complete form): 
Block I - Household Information 
Block II - Preiancy History 
Block III - Socio-.ecouomic 3ack ground 
Block IV - Fertility Attitudes of Couples 
Block V - Presence of Young Relatives and the fertility 
behavior of couples 
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Block VI - Freaice of 011er Relatiye and the fertility 
behavior of couples 
Block III - Sexu1 Praeticia 
Block VIII - Knowledge of Mrthod.s of Birth control. 
The interview schedule in its inal form Ooflsisied, of 130 items. 
The items were in the following forms: 
Fill-in the blank form fo suh data as preancy history 
or other houaeh3ld information. 
questions answerable by p'e-coded "yes or no" 
Statements with precoded 'ive..scaled "a.gree-disagree" 
answers, e.g., "Many children are neGessary to make the home happier." 
Responses: i) 3trongly d.isa,gree, 2) tiaagree, 3) uudecid.ed, 4) agree, 
5) strongly agree. 
ouaehold Census 
Recruitment and. selection of interviewers. These were largely 
based on an evauation of their academic background and interest in 
tue research at hand.. Thr were provided with some information of 
the research project, the importance f the study, and. their role as 
field interviewers. Each prospective interviewer wes assessed 
according to hio potentials, availability during week-and field 
su.rveys, and eagerness to conduct intrviews. 
lhey were likewise in.formed. abcut the interview schedule to be 
Levised., and that this Interview Schec.ule was to be lengthy, involving 
ome questions of a private and persox ai. nature, suth aS sex, com- 
raeepion and others of a Lelicate ax.d intimate ture 1uc'i many 
people uld zt want to Dpnly d.isctu s, particularly with strangers. 
In tuis (onfleOtiofl, three crittria. of selection were 1il 
i, namely: 
1 wi]Jiness and. availability during field -'k, 
2. peruonal-soCial. skill nec.esary in estslíshing friendly 
relations with respotherrts, anc]. 
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3e ability o initiate a conversation freely on sex and 
ottier subjects of a personal and inti$.ate nature. 
All in all, nine barrio public school teachers, seven outreach 
Ñers, and. four students were employed in the su'vey; th were 
also the ones iíio made the sur'.rey for the houa.kiold census taken 
earlier. Large-soale intewiews were possible only on week..end.s 
and holid.ays for the jut erriewers were seld.om available on week days. 
ata-tkierin on household census. The appropriate choice 
of families to be used was based on tie data from the household. census 
enumeration. Prior to the actual d.ata..gathering on household census, 
some local agencies of the vemment were consulted ih the aim of 
appin g Po asibi e rel ev ant demo aphi o data. The agencies thus oom.- 
suited were: the Population Con*iissiou, the Burean of Census and. 
tatistícs, Commission on lections, and a number of family planning 
linics. It ald have minimized. time and effort if data which had 
to be taken by iousehold. census were available from the said agencies. 
The data-gathering on houatholc. census among the urban communi- 
ties, Guadalupe and Capitol Site, was the first task of the interviewers. 
The census listed the follo.ng d.emogaphic information: 






Age at marriage, 
7e Occation, and 
3. Vocational traiting. 
iit enumerators took part in this activity. A total of t*, 
t;ousand three hundred and fifty-seven (2,357), houaehold.s were 
enumerated from these areas. Shom in Table I and. II are the areas 
enumerated and their respective households. 
Table I 
Urban Household.s aerated 
( Cebu City ) 
a 
Table II 
Household.e ( iural ) Enumerated. 
Municipality of Dumanjug 
3alarg'tiki Riwal 159 
Bulak Rural 123 
Kan ghumaud Rural 143 
Manlapay Rural 136 
Doldol Rural 155 
Pawa Rural 172 
Tota]. 888 
Classification and. selection of househol. 
Based on the d.efin.ition (see page 9, Chapter I), of the t family 
types, all families covered in the census enumeration were classified.. 
I.entiuioation of the family truoture was limited to the nuclear.- 
extended, fol..urban contiwm, excluding other possible classifications 
Lreas Location Number of Households 
up e Urban 749 
Capitol Site Urban 720 
Total 1,469 




such as the atas family. Pable III and. IV show tL. classification 
and. selection of households covered by the cena enumeration for 
both the urban and rural population samples. 
Table III 




Classification of Households 
Rural Families 
N = 888 
Family Types 
Guadalupe 427 57.0 104 14.0 218 29.0 
Capitol Site 475 66.0 65 9.0 180 25,0 
Total ( 1,469 902 169 398 
Family Types 
Nuclear Extended 0thers* 
Cases : Percent : Cases s - Percent I Cases s Percent 
Balayg'tik. 101 63.0 26 16.0 32 21.0 
3ulak 72 59.0 16 13.0 35 28.0 
Doldol 83 53.0 22 14.0 50 33.0 
Ianaumaud 88 70.0 25 17.0 30 21.0 
Manlapay 68 50.0 18 13.0 50 37.0 
Faw 103 60.0 22 13.0 47 27.0 
Total (888) 515 129 244 
Nuclear Extended 0tthers* 
Gases : Percent s ,Cases sPeroeit s Cases s Percwt 
8 
*Others include households composed of any of the following: 
a0 nuclear family plus parent(s)/ini..law(s), 
b. nuclear family plus married sibling, 
c, nucl ear family plus married son/d.aniter, 
d.. nuclear family plus married cousin(s), 
rLucl ear family plus unmarried cousin( s), 
mcl ear family plus unmarried, sibling, 
wife or :iusband only with unmarried children, 
couples only, 
1. nuclear family plus nephew (s), niece (s) either married 
or unmarried. 
3ampling method. exnDloyed. The sampling procedure employed 
a combination of the cluster and. the 'stematic sampling0 Since it 
was not possible to list all the households in the urban areas, a 
clustering procedure was used before the samples were d.rai0 Barrios 
Guadalupe and. Capitol Site were each divided, into clusters. Each 
cluster was estimated to contain 800 households. A cluster was 
randomly drai from each barangay. After listing all the households 
ri that cluster, all the nuclear and the extended households which 
matched the definitions adopted. earlier were listed. The list of 
the prospective families were grouped according to family type. 
From this list 50 nucl ear arid 50 extended families were drai using 
systematic sampling. A sampling interval was first obtained before 
the sampl es were drawn. Among the urban households 100 f ainili es were 
sampled from each of the t city barrios making a total of 200. 
For the ruralsample areas, it was possible to conduct a 
listing of all rural households of the six randomly selected barrios 
of Dumanjug. After all the nuclear and. extended families were 
classified and segregated. from each other, a jstematio sampling 
method was employed. One hundred. nuclear and one hundred extended. 
families were likewise drai, again making a total of 200. 
The total number of households draa according to family 
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type from the entire popu].a.tion households of eiit barrios are listed 
in Table V. The total number of nuclear representative households 
numbered 200, the extended. likewise numbered 200, bringuig in a total 
of 400 households. 
Pable V 
Selected Nuci ear-Ext ended and RuralaUrban 
Household Respondents from the Eiit Sample 
Total 200 200 
General Characteristi d the Respondents. 
The respondents were mostly married men with ages ran.ng from 
18.-45 years. Husbands and relatives, among the extended families 
were also interviewed on certain sex information aM on a$iital 
piestions to supplement the data supplied by the wives. 
Formal Interview of Respondents 
Seven interviewers took part in the surv. After the sample 
from all the areas of the study were drami randomly from the pool of 
Coiwziunitjes of Cebu, 1979 
N = 400 
Barrios Locality Nuclear Extended 
Guiia1 upe Urban 50 50 
Capitol Site Urban 50 50 
Balayg'tiki Rural 20 20 
Bu1c Rural 15 16 
Dold.ol Rural 15 13 
ICanaumauLi Rural 15 15 
Manlapay Rural 10 8 
Pawa Rural 25 28 
8k 
household.s ooved. by the census enumeration, a lis-t containing the 
respondent' s nafle, number, home address, and, telephone number wee 
male. This list became the baaim in locating the respondents. 
Appoin1men-ta. were subseceatly made by the interviewers with their 
reaponclenta(by thone with those Mio had. any). 
Among te 200 ru.ral responden-te, no one refused. 'to be inter'.- 
viewed.. Each interview las-ted an average of one houx. This included 
the time spent in establishing rapport with 'the respondents. Tki' 
had. to be briefed, on the purpose of the interview, and. the reasons 
for 'the íntensive probing into their personal lives. 
Statistics nployed in the Atilalysis of Data 
After the measures of central tendency have been computed. 
(mean and median), simple correlations (Pearson' e product-moment 
correlation), and, some tests such as the chi-square, Z test and. 'the 
analysis of variance were used in establishing definite relationships 
and. determining si iificarice of difference between groups and, among 
the variables. 
A?PENDIX B 
Conceptual disagreement on the definitions of nuclear and. 
extend.ed. types of families. Nag (1965), in his fertility study of 
the rural villages in West Bengal, India, classified. imen as belong- 
ing to either the "joint" or the "simple" family, on the basis of t 
cri, t en a, namely: a) f amil i es n.th more 'than one ever-marri ed. person 
belong to the "joint" family, and b) simple fily was composed. of 
the husband., wife, and. unmarried. children, 
A similar study to Pakrasi and Malaker (1967) in Calcutta, India, 
employed. the same family dimension, namely: "simple-joint" families 
althoui the criteria for jointness was -less stringent than that of 
Nag' s (Bunch, 1970). They considered the joint families as composed 
of a simple family with one or more relatives. Earlier studies by 
Lonimer (1954), Davis (1955), and Freedman (1964) measured. fertility 
cflff erentials according to the nuclear'-.ertended family arrangements. 
Lii of the above authors agree in labelling the unit consisting 
of iusband., wife, and. unmarried. children as simple or nuclear families. 
But unanimity in the concept of extendedness does not exist. As noted 
earlier, Nag' s description of "jointness" does not fit with that of 
Pakrasi and. Malaker' s concept. Furthermore, both are -inadequate to 
provide a satisfactory basis for comparative analysis since their 
cat eir for "ext endedness' may include some other groups which could 
be more accurately identified as nuclear then as extended. Bunch (1970) 
no1d tne failure likewise to classify the "stem" family. 
Loniiner and Davis introduced a broader concept of the extended 
family. Families belonging to the extended families according to them 
should. meet the following criteria: a) composite group of relatives 
living in the saine household., b) netrk of kin involving regular 
interaction such as visitation, authority pattern, mutual aid and 
other related. communication tendencies. It is siificant to take 
note that the above criteria is not restricted to the concept of co- 
residence but emphasizes likewise the importance of kin interaction. 
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These studies on family had been made bqond the ooresidenoe oonoept, 
by adopting the process of kin interaction; however, there is dearth 
of empirical data linking this process with fertility. 
A parallel study in Taiwan undertaken by Liu (1967) has been 
considered. more adequate than the inquiries mentioned. above. He 
classified families according to the residential make-up of its members. 
The following descriptions are given: a) nuclear family is composed. 
of husband., wife, and. unmarried. children; b) stem family is oomposed 
of the same members as the nuclear family d.eaoribed above with one 
or more parents on either of the couple's side; o) extended. family 




THE FAMILY SIZE DIRXS INDEX 
In measuring the attitude of respondentcouples on their family 
size desires, the Likert's Method. of Sumtnated. Rating is applied, on 
the scaled items formulated. as indices of family size desires. The 
individual respondent was asked to react to five statements d.uring 
the aforementioned indices. Each item was rated on a five-point scale 
ranging from strongly agree, to strongly disagree with agree, undeoided, 
and. disagree in between the t extremes. StroagLy disagree obtained 
a score of I and, strongly agree a score of 5. The three in between 
responses were each given the scores of 2, 3 and, 4 respectively. 
Since there were f we items, attitude scores ranged from 5 to 25, 
where the lower the score, the analler was the preferred. number of' 
children. A higi score indicated. a. desire for' a large family. The 
following are the five items used as indices of family size desires: 
'tHaving many children is beneficial to the family." 
"Having many children is one of the most important thinge. 
in life." 
"Many children are necessary to make the home happier." 
"Having many children is a lot of trouble but is mrth it." 
"Everything considered, it is better to have many ohildrem." 
ARCHly Family type, residence an 312(914) M 34 
c.1 56146 
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APPáDIX D 
cRI-8JAR1 ? RTS 
1. Diffexesoe of thoas irno biew 7 or more aet4a et birth control 




2. Dift.r.*oe in pero&rtagsa of those o felt that birth control 
ia o& or bad. by family type:. 
Page 42 z 
2 
0.814, NS 
3, Pable 17 - difference in percentage. of those áo practised 
and. d.id not practise family plw'ing by fily type: 
Rural-urban difference in the invee' daoion to bave or not 




Difference in percentages of those iiio felt that birth control 
a od, or bad. by reeid.ence: 
Page 58 : 
2 
- 12.14, p .01 
Differonce in eroentages of those io praotio.d and. did. not 
practi se birth control by re.id.enoe: 
Page 
2 
- 30.5, p .01 
SEAPRAP 
THE SOUTHEAST ASIA POPULATION RESEARCH AWARDS PROGRAM 
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
* To strengthen the research capabilities of young 
Southeast Asian social scientists, and to provide 
them with technical support and guidance if 
required. 
* To increase the quantity and quality of social 
science research on population problems in South- 
east Asia. 
* To facilitate the flow of information about popu- 
lation research developed in the program as 
well as its implications for policy and planning 
among researchers in the region, and between re- 
searchers, government planners and policy makers. 
ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH AREAS 
The range of the research areas include a wide 
variety of research problems relating to population, 
but excludes reproductive biology. The following are 
some examples of research areas that could fall 
within the general focus of the Program: 
* Factors contributing to or related to fertility re- 
gulation and family planning programs; familial, 
psychological, social, political and economic 
effects of family planning and contraception. 
* Antecedents, processes, and consequences (demo- 
graphic, cultural, social, psychological, political, 
economic) of population structure, distribution, 
growth and change. 
* Family structure, sexual behaviour and the rela- 
tionship between child-bearing patterns and child 
development. 
* Inter-relations between population variables and 
the process of social and economic development 
(housing, education, health, quality of the environ- 
ment, etc). 
* Population policy, including the interaction of 
population variables and economic policies, policy 
implications of population distribution and move- 
ment with reference to both urban and rural 
settings, and the interaction of population variables 
and law. 
* Evaluation of on-going population education pro- 
grams and/or development of knowledge-based 
population education program. 
* Incentive schemes - infrastructures, opportunities; 
overall economic and social development programs. 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
Selection will be made by a Program Committee of 
distinguished Southeast Asian scholars in the social 
sciences and population. The following factors will 
be considered in evaluating research proposals: 
1 relevance of the proposed research to current 
issues of population ¡n the particular countries of 
Southeast Asia; 
its potential contribution to policy formation, pro- 
gram implementation, and problem solving; 
adequacy of research design, including problem 
definition, method of procedure, proposed mode 
of analysis, and knowledge of literature; 
feasibility of the project, including time require- 
ment; budget; and availability, accessibility, and 
reliability of data; 
Applicant's potential for further development. 
DURATION AND AMOUNT OF AWARDS 
Research awards will be made for a period of up to 
one year. In exceptional cases, requests for limited 
extension may be considered. The amount of an 
award will depend on location, type and size of the 
project, but the maximum should not exceed 
US$7,500. 
QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS 
The Program is open to nationals of the following 
countries: Burma, Indonesia, Kampuchea, Laos, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet- 
nam. Particular emphasis will be placed on attracting 
young social scientists in provincial areas. 
Applications are invited from the following: 
* Graduate students in thesis programs 
* Faculty members 
* Staff members ¡n appropriate governmental and 
other organizations. 
Full-time commitment is preferable but applicants 
must at least be able to devote a substantial part of 
their time to the research project. Advisers may be 
provided, depending on the needs of applicants. 
